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ONI OF KENTUCKY%

Kentucky Windage

WETTER WEEKLY PAPERS

The

News

has

•acellance every
sub./lotted

(By P. W.)

Jottings from - - -

Jo's
NOtaiijok

In two consecutive calls on Monday
morning I learned that Bill Rumfelt, my
right arm and superb assistant, was not at
the office. He, of necessity, was filling in for
his brother Joe at Rumfelt Drug Company.
Joe was admitted to Obion County Hospital
Sunday afternoon and may be away from
the store for a little while. Of course, I want
Bill to be where he is needed most, and I will
make out the best way I can until he returns
full time. I must say that 'Helen MacLaren
certainly is doing her usual fine job, and
doubling up for all of us.
The next call Monday came from Betty
Higgins, who has been editor of the Fulton
News for the past two months. Betty got a
fine offer from a new newspaper in Erin,
Tenn. and it was imperative that she be
there Monday afternoon. We didn't want to
stand in her way of a great opportunity, but
leashng so suddenly put both Paul and me in
a real bind.
Small newspapers like ours can't expect
to keep these fine young journalists that
Murray State University is turning out but,
gee, we do enjoy them while they're here.
Joel McPherson, Janet Pogue, and now Betty Higgins are the kind of eager young newspaper people that small editors dream about.
They are quick to admit that they need and
want the experience they can get working
with old-timers like Paul and me. We appreciate the compliment, but we find them
learning the old tricks mighty fast, too fast,
and soon they are gone to the more lucrative, and certainly more diversified, writing
assignments than they find in small commun,
ities like ours.
I think we will'have another Murray
graduate here next ,.:onth, so until we do
get a replacement I know you'll bear with
us.

About The Trip
Anyway the trip to San Juan, Puerto
(Continued on page 4)
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List week I was sitting at my desk try
ing to wade through a mountain of miscellaneous matters at hand when the phone
rang and a voice at the other end announced
that he was a reporter for the New York
TIMES and wanted to come to Fulton
t.;ounty and do a story.
A story, specifically, on one of the most
unusual quirks of geography in the U. S.:
Madrid Bend. The gentleman said that this
piece of Kentucky, separated as it is from the
rest of Kentucky in such a manner that one
cannot get there without first going through
another State, is, according to TIMES research, unique in all the nation. No other
State claims such a piece of land so removed
from its boundaries. The TIMES wants a
feature, and some pictures.
I agreed to serve as his tour director as
far as I was able, and to enlist additional
support over Hickman way to provide all the
additional data and directions we would need
fOr the trip. As a matter of fact I have now
lived here nearly a quarter of a century and
have never been to Madrid Bend, so the trip
would be of interest to both of us.
So by the time you will be reading this,
I will be over in The "Bend" with Mr. Drummond, the TIMES reporter, a photographer
from the paper and "Jiggle" Bondurant from
Hickman, who will take over as tour director
as soon as we reach Hickman.
It will be an interesting trip, and I am
sure that any feature in the renowned New
York TIMES about Fulton County is worth
anyone's effort to help provide it.
It so happens that we have had a story
about the Alfred Stepp family on our copy
hook for several months, so in honor of the
occasion we have it in this issue.
Continued on page 2

No Rest For The Weary
People often say to me that I have a
challenging job. I never really know how
challenging it is until I decide to take a little
vacation. As has become the custom, I returned to the office on Monday after a perfectly delightful trip in the Caribbean and
the Virgin Islands only to find more crises
than I can resolve in any short period of
time.
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New Houses By December
Is Goal Of Urban Renewal
In what will probably be one of the fastest pants.
face-liftings of an area ever attempted in Fulton, The new housing layout for the
area allows for eighteen homes,
a three-block dilapidated urban renewal area full and
all lots have
sold since
of vacated houses in various states of decay will last May. Firstbeen
choice was
be razed and rebuilt by Christmas. That allows given to the families displaced.
Two homes are already unonly five weeks for the job.
der construction and the foundations
for two more are unThe area, a part of the "Missionary Bottoms"
even while demolition
multi-million-dollar residential face-lifting pro- derway,
and removal of the rest of the
gram, includes portions of Vine, Cedar and Nor- old structures in the area is
being completed.(See picture).
man streets east of the Illinois Central tracks.
Three of the new homes will

A FAST FACE•LIFTINO: While demolition began only this
Week on the urban renewal area
east of the railroad in Fulton (Vine-Norman-Cedar area)
new homes are already going int in
the area. This view down Vine Street shows part of the area
being cleared, plus a corner of the
new Nolan Braneford home, under construction House will be
modular brick.

Rep. Curlin Is Selected By
Leaders As Demo Candidate
State Representative William
P. Curtin, son of former Kentucky Highway Commissioner
Bill Curlin and Mrs. Curlin,
won the Democratic nomination
Tuesday for a special election
to fill the post of the late 6th
District Congressman, John
Watts.
Rep. Curlin known affectionately in West Kentucky as
"Bilbo," has strong West Ken-

Doyle George
Appointed To
School Board
Doyle Wayne George, a 27year-old farmer of the Sassafras Ridge community has
been appointed to the Fulton
County
School Board. Mr.
George fills the vacancy caused
by the resignation of
Bill
Mitchum, who was elected magistrate from the area in the
general election.
Mr. George is a graduate
of the Fulton
County
High
School and is the father of two
children, He is married to the
former Sue Hutchinson.
In accepting the resignation of
Mr. Mitchum, who has been
a valued member of the school
board for 15 years Harold Garrison, superintendent of schools
said: "The community awes
a real debt of gratitude
to
Mr. Mitchum for his valuable
service to the school board.
He was regarded by school
patrons and fellow board members as a dedicated public servant who gave unstintedly of his
time and ability to make our
schools among the finest in
Kentucky. We shall certainly
miss his good advice and wise
counsel."
Commenting on Mr.George's
appointment Mr. Harrison was
high in his praise of the young
man's interest in the matter
of good education and the general progress and development
of the system.
"We are fortunate to have
found such an able individual
to fill Bill Mitchum's position
on the board," Mr. Garrison
said.

Mike Alexander
Named County
Juvenile Aide

Razing
of
all
the
old
structures began Monday of this
week and is expected to be
completed by this weekend.
Eighteen new houses will be
built in the area, and according to Urban Renewal headquarters here, all are expected to
be completed and occupied by
Christmas day.

Streets and sidewalks in the
area will be built after the
homes are completed. "First
emphasis," a project spokesman told the News, "is on
completion
of the homes."
Homes in the area are being
built by private contractors and
will be owned by their occu-

Large Contingent To
Attend Inauguration
Kentucky's 49th Inaugural,
the day when Frankfort plays
host to the entire state and the
day that Kentucky gets a new
governor, will be Tuesday, December 7, and plans are underway for the participation of each
of Kentucky's 120 counties.
Among those planning
to
attend the two-day event from
the Hickman area are. Mr. and
Mrs. H. G. Shaw, Mr. and Mrs.
Carl Mikel, Mr. and
Mrs.
Jimmy Cooley, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Mikel
of
Hickman
County, Mr. and Mrs. Charles
D. King, Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Westpheling, Mr. and
Mrs.
Irby Hammond, Mr. and Mrs.
Brodie Creed, Mr. and Mrs.
Elbert Burcham, Mr. and tors.
Bill Harrison, Mr. and Mrs.
Scott DeMyer and Mr. and Mrs.
Josh McClure.
Planning to attend O'nm the
Fulton area are Mr. and Mrs.
James Butts and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Dan Taylor, Mr. and
Mrs. Gary Williamson,
Mr.
and Mrs. Felix Gossum and
Mr. and Mrs. Max McDade.
Constitutionally, Inauguration Day is simply defined as
the time when the newly-elected governor and the new lieuten-

ant governor are sworn in. But
in Frankfort
the swearingin ceremony is just a small
part of the occasion. It is a
festive day which starts early
with a mammoth parade and
ends late that night or early
the next morning when
the
last of the revelers straggle
home from the Inaugural Ball.
(Continued on Page 5)

be started on Cedar Street
"within the next 10 days" the
News was advised; three more
will be started on the west
side of Norman within the next
two weeks, and the balance to
Norman, Vine and Cedar will
be started in time for completion by Christmas.
The balance of the big program---that greater portion
lying within what has been called the "Missionary Bottoms"
area, will get underway next
year. Already, in this area,
many houses are lying vacant
and ready for the bulldozers.

IN MEMORIAM
Two books have been donated
to the Fulton Library by the
West Fulton PTA In memory
of the late Mrs. Robert Rudolph who was a devoted member of the group. At the meeting held last week the members were shown slides of the
new Fulton City High School
which is planning to accept
students after the Christmas
holidays.

tucky ties with relatives and
friends. He was born in West
Kentucky while
his parents
Mike Alexander, a 22-yearmade their home in Bardwell, old Murray State
University
Kentucky.
graduate has been appointed
His paternal grandparents Juvenile probation
officer for
were Dr. and Mrs. Peter Curtin Fulton County, Judge
J. C.
of Hickman;
his
maternal Menees
announced
today.
grandparents were Judge and
Judge Menees said that AlexMrs. Flatt of Hickman Coun- ander will fill a long-need
ed
ty. Rep. Curlin's father was service
in law enforcement
born and reared in Hickman work. The position was
made
and
attended the
Hickman possible through funds granted
schools.
under Title 5 of the PresiCurlin, who will be 38 in a dent's
Emergency Employcouple of weeks, defeated three ment program.
other nominees during a closed
Alexander will work closely
session which lasted less than with all law enforcement
ofone hour.
f Beers in both Hickman
and
The others were Atty. Gen Fulton and with the DepartJohn Breckinridge, Circut ment of Child Welfare
in preJudge Robert Hall Smith.
investigations. ,Iie
will
Georgetown and Woodard
y serte as a Halton
Wood, the Masai County com- officer between the Juveniles
monwealth's attorney.
and their parents in problems
A Democratic
spokesman arising requiring court prosaid 19 of the 21 county chair- cedures.
men were present for the meetAlexander
will
similarly
ing in a Lexington motel.
work with young people seekIn comments after the vote, ing to enlist in the Job Corps.
Curtin told newsmen that "I in- Married to the former Linda
tend to start campaigning this
(Cont. on page 6)
afternoon," to continue what he
called the momentum of the
Democratic
gubernatorial
sweep on November 2.
Curlin said that rather than
resign from his legislative post
he may wait until Gov-elect
Wendell Ford is inaugurated
December 7—three days after
the special election in the 6th
District.
Curlin does not have to resign
Members of the Retail MerThe
Fulton-South
Fulton
If he wins the congressional chants Bureau will be open until
Chamber of Commerce is today
post until he is certified by the 8 o'clock each Friday and Saturaccepting advance contributions
secretary of the state's office, day night until Christmas beginfor the WPSD-TV Lions Club
which usually takes weeks. In ning November 26.
Telethon to be held this weekany event, a special election
end
In Paducah. Pledges may
On December 13, stores will
will be necessary in Franklin
be made at the Chamber of
County to replace Curlin for the begin staying open each even- Commerc
e office also.
ing until eight o'clock until
1972 General Assembly.
On Monday morning, NovemThe lawyer-candidate said he Christmas Eve when they will
ber 22, Abe Thompson will be
close at 6 o'clock.
would do everything he could to
Santa will make his first. at the City National Bank in
keep the Bluegrass district agofficial visit to the Twin Cities Fulton to accept the cash payriculturally and tobacco-orments of the advance pledges
on Friday,
November
26.
iented. He said he hopes "I can
It is hoped that some sort made.
grow into the same kind of repThe annual Telethon has beof ceremony can be held
resentation" that the district
on the twenty-sixth to official- come one of the most successful
had under Watts.
ventures
in OATSUN FLIPPED: When James Virgil Crider turned a corner
ly open the Holiday Season and money-raising
to turn on the beautiful new West Kentucky. Funds derived too sharply, at too high a rate of speed Wednesday morning, his
are
used
to support various
HEART SURGERY
street
decorations.
Plans
Datsun station wagon flipped over at the corner of
West State
agencies giving aid to handiGeorge Blakemore, superin- are
also
being
made for
Line near the Marine station. Nether Crider, nor his passenger
tendent of °Won County Schools Santa to visit on the 3rd and capped children.
,
This year a wide variety Jackie Hill, were
Is a patient in the Baptist Hos- 4th, 10th
injured, but the vehicle sustained a shattered
and 11th, and 17th and
of stars in radio, TV and mopital in Memphis where
he 18th of December.
tion pictures will appear on the windshield and a dented top. Both young men are juniors at
underwent heart surgery
on
Definite plans for Santa's
program appealing for funds to Fulton High School. (Lower picture): With the aid of
Wednesday.
four passvisits will be announced later.
residents In the television area. ersby, the
car was righted and driven off.

Retail Stores Telethon Gifts
To Stay Open Being Accepted
Each Evening At C of C Office

Fulton County's 4000-Acre Plantation Is In 'The Ben
d'

By Greta Gibson
State News Bureau

his stock in a cotton ginning
but is completely separated but! don't
think he'll ever want
business across the river in
from the rest of the state by to farm
here or anywhere else."
New Madrid, Mo., he started
the Mississippi River. The
KENTUCKY BEND, Ky. — what
Population is on the decline
was to become one of the river
forms a U-turn between In Kentucky
In a day and age which sees
Bend. Only a few
largest farming operations In
western Fulton County and Ken- years
the
average city-based
or Kentucky.
ago Bend residents had
tucky Bend, and continues to their
suburban landowner measure
own school and there was
"I built everything here," he
circle the Bend except for a a
his holdings in feet instead of
single
store — Whitson's.
said. "There were no roads and
Small line to Tennessee where The
acres, a
Western Kentucky a lot oftrees here
school burned and Whitwhen
I
came."
the only road Into the nearfarmer still manages, farms The
son's is now used only for a
Bend is now criss-crossed
island is located.
and lives on a tract of land with
voting place.
farm roads and a massive
The Bend was formed by acwhich would have placed him farm
The 10 or
12 school-age
operation is conducted cumulati
on. During its forma- children in
in good standing with the big- year-rou
the Bend travel to
nd.
tion, It is estimated the river Tiptonvil
gest
Old
South plantation
le schools, and most
Content with his farm as It
was dumping around an inch of the
owner.
shopping done by the peopresently stands, Stepp,
txtra ow in of soil a year.
And the land, some 0,000 his 70's
ple
in
the
Bend is done in Tenand still vu
a ive,
The land in the Bend is exacres of it, is so isolated has cleared
his last
t of tremely rich. A leading seed nessee.
from the rest of the common- land.
Even with the complete sup"I have enough to do just
company is growing experi- er at
wealth that a 15-mile trip into Watching
ion from Kentucky, the
what I have cleared mental
corn crops there and Bendians
northwestern Tennessee Is nec - already,
are proud of their of" he mused.
the yields are around 200
essary Just to drive into the
ficial link with commonwealth.
Even though Stepp's farm is
bushels per acre.Stepp and the
farm.
'We wouldn't have it any oth15
miles from the nearest
other farmers double crop their er
Alfred Stepp has been living town
way," said Stepp. "Several
(Tiptoaville, Tenn.), he land
each season and usually years
In Kentucky Bend, or what is and his
back some residents of
wife are never lone- includehave
yields. Major
andcrops
sometimes called Beane Bend Wine.
b
Lake County, Tennessee, came
gWorn,soybeans
or
New Madrid Bend, since
to me and wanted me to sign a
"We keep busy,. said Mrs. ley.
1997, and has farmed the her. Stepp.
petition calling for the annexa“When it rains we have
Stepp has one son, Farrest,
ritory Sine* 1927. Henowowne to go
tion of the Bend, 1 told them
out and see what part of a doctor
PLANTATION OWNERS—Alfred Stepp, who
in Missouri. "I told
the choicest part of the 16,000 the land
would fight it every way I
got rain and what part him that he
started work in Kentucky Bend in 1927, talks about
could have a part- could.
acres.
still needs It. Seldom an afterWe
are
Kentuckians."
nership in the farm," he said,
"I made up my mind that
noon goes by that we don't go "but the
To remedy the obvious police his 40-plus years of farthing on the near-island far
boy wanted to go on to
was going to make it (the land) for a
shortage In the Bend, a Fulton western part of Kentucky., Stepp and his wife
ride over the farm."' school and get
Adrian education, He
pay," Stepp said. Trading allot
enne conduct a massive farming operation on
The Bend is part of Kentucky comes
often to hunt and fish,
4000
(Continued on Page 5)
acres, a full fourth of

the land in the Bend.

WINDAGE-From Page One
If possible, I would like to de,tain the
visitors long enough to get features on several of our other unusual attractions around
here: Reelfoot Lake and its founding, the
giant chain across the Mississippi at Columbus, and the intriguing story of the gunboat
sunk in the Civil War battle of Island Number 10 and of its partial excavation and the
artifacts that periodically are removed from
it. And then there is Murphy's Pond, its for- • est primeval and its thousands of cottonmouth moccasins and copperheads, which I
•
would rate highly but put last on the visiting
: list. The Memphis COMMERCIAL APPEAL
did a feature on the Pond in last Sunday's
-- magazine section.

!. •

Do You Remember ,This?
From Our Picture Album

A COLUMN BY WIN WHITNEL

We shall see.
We are saddened, yet pleased, that two
of our long-time friends and favorites, Hugh
and Ann Fly, have sold the Derby Restaurant this week. Saddened because Hugh and
Ann have done more than their share to
make Fulton an important restaurant center
throughout this area and throughout the
mid-South; pleased because both have worked very hard here for over 25 years and deserve to take a well-earned rest and enjoy the
relaxation that they have so richly earned.
We plan a good feature story about them and
all Of their experiences next week,and at the
same time wish their successors (see picture
on page 8) the best of continued success.
Fulton has other good restaurants, of
course, but none so long-established as The
Derby. With Hugh and Ann at the helm, it
has carved out its own special niche in local
restaurant history.
Few things irritate me as much as someone, holding down a job with some responsibility, quitting without notice. When we hire
anyone, we always expect them to give their
employer the customary two weeks' notice,
and when departing, the same is expected.
Our young reporter, Betty Higgins, was doing a good job (her first), but she still has
something to learn, it seems. I think Jo has
also mentioned the subject in her column.
Knowing how hard our former Lieutenant-Governor Wilson Wyatt and Commerce Commissioner Katie Peden worked to
- bring industry to the State while they were
In office, I was quite pleased at the anonymiscompliment paid them ih a story in last
week's Louisville Courier-Journal. Said the
• C-J, in a story about the growth of the apparel industry in Kentucky:"The real boom
in Kentucky's apparel industry came in the
- '60s when 47 plants located in the State,
opening up an additional 10,000 jobs •*** ".
That, and a multitude of other industry
that located in Kentucky during the period,
came from hard, diligent, painstaking work.
Mr. Wyatt, Miss Peden and their aggressive
associates developed an energetic industrial
procurement and economic development record whose results will challenge duplication. I just hope that Wendell Ford will reconstitute the Economic Development
. Commission and reorganize the Department
,-; of Commerce and at least give it a try.
Garden Department
Q. What can you tell me about Creeping
:.- Red Fescue?
A. Far as I know, he's still at large.
Q. My soil is washing away too fast for
good grass to take hold. A neighbor says I
- should try some rye? What do you think?
A. I think you should hold off the drinking until you solve your grass problem.
Q. I don't want to uproot any good
plants in my garden, but I don't know how
to tell the weeds. What do you recommend?
A. Don't tell them at all; sneak up and
yank is my motto.
— Jack Sharkey_
Retirement is a new kind of job in itself,
which has to be learned like any other.—
Foe Murray.
The Duller The Man the longer it takes
him to state-his errand.
the Fulton County News
Pout and Johanna Westphisling, *Editors and PIMP:Re-5,
.
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1927, Continued

SOMEWHERE AROUND 25 years ago, this group of Scouts from the Cherokee
District had their picture taken while visiting
Mammoth Cave. The group includes Scouts from Fulton and Union City, among
others. Recognite anyone?? Bill Hoinra, who
provided this picture, said the group above includes, besides himself, James
Butts, Ed Holt, Leroy Brown, Jimmy Hancock,
Bill Wilson, John Hyland, Jack Thorp, Scoutmaster Russell Pitchford and Elbert
Johns. plus other local scouts.

FULTON'S

IlUilwarry CornmellBY LUCY DANIEL

pets.
SHREWBETTINA'S BIRTH day by John S. Goodall. A beguiling story of a lovable animal's birthday and
the resulting festivities.

AMON
POINTS
& MINOR, TOO

from Harvard after
On August 2, 1927 Calvin expelled
Coolidge called a press con- having commodes delivered to
ference. He handed each re- each of his professors just prior
porter a ten word sentence to final examination.
that proved to be one of the
H. L. Mencken published the
most important surprise an- magazine "American Mernouncements of all times. It cury" with George Jean Nathan
read. "I do not choose to as oriltor. The New York Times
run for President in 1928." praised H. L. Mencken as the
Mr. Coolidge would not elabo- most powerful private citizen
rate on this statement to the in America. Other
famous
press. The White House door- writers of this year and era
man said it was the biggest Included
Sinclair
Lewis,
shock of his six administra- Dorothy Parker Mary Roberts
tions there.
Rinehart, Helen Keller, Booth
Jazz Journalism produced Tarkington, Thornton Wilder,
sensational news features and Edwin Arlington Robinson and
fake
photographs. Tabloids Carl Sandburg.
Scientific technology had its
flourished. Bernarr Macfadden's "Graphic," William Ran- Inning in this famous year.
Tunnel opened
dolph Hearst's "Daily Mirror" The Holland
on a
and the "Daily News" com- for traffic. Television
peted for scoops on sensational two inch square recorded pictures
of telephone convernews items in this zany period.
Walter Winchell and Ed Sul- sations of Walter S. Gifford and
livan wrote columns for the Herbert Hoover,from New York
City to Washington D. C. TeleGraphic.
phone and radio communicaPerhaps William Randolph tions made great strides. Radio
Hearst best deserved the title commentators gained prominof the most powerful private ence and millions of listeners.
citizen in the nation in 1927. Railroads ran speedy and luxHe controlled at least 25 news- urious trains. Bus transportapapers, 8 magazines, 2 press tion made similar progress.
syndicates and other holdings.
Billy
Sunday and
Aimee
nis home or castle costing 40 Semple Mc Pherson as evangelmillion contained some of the ists denounced the extravaart treasures of the world. gances and skepticism of this
Today this castle is run by era. Both exerted enormous and
the State of California and is solitary
influence in their
open to the public.
evangelistic meetings.
For many years his personal
For a fascinating, vivid, exexpenses amounted to more than citing and factual account
and
a million per month. He en- reincarnation of this year and
tertained his friends in lavish era, I enthusiastically
recomfashion. Irvin
S. Cobb who mend
a copy of the book,
contributed stories to Hearst's "1927: The Picture Story
of
magazines was astonished at a Wonderful Year." This
328
one of Hearst's 1927 parties page book contains over
150
at San Simeon. That particular photographs covering graphiweekend
he entertained 70 cally and vividly the exploits
guests and had them transport- and adventures ofthis
year. The
ed from Los Angeles to his author, Carl H. Giles
is asestate by private train. Later sistant professor
of journalism
when other guests arrived he at the University
of Tennessee
ordered two special trains to at Martin.
He is the author of
take them back to Los Angeles. eight books and
several hunEven movie executives were as- dred magazine
articles. This
tounded at such extravagance. book is available
at: Student
He built a 90 room beach house Book Store,
University of Tenfor Marion Davies.
nessee at Martin, Martin, TenIn May 1927 Hearst was given nessee 38237
or from Arlingan
honorary
degree
by ton House Publishers, Inc., 81
Oglethorpe University. During Centre
Ave., New
Rochelle
his college days he had been New York
for $9.95.

THE TEENAGER AND THE
My MOON M 111.1MINSMIOM
INTERVIEW by John Keefe.
This week let's take a look man's beliefs and shows how Precise information about all
at a few of the newer titles magic and superstition once the interviews that teenagers
appliA FAVORITE STORY: I
that have been added to our exercised a strong power over may encounter, Job
cations, resumes, and tech- spoke to Bernard Baruch one
library shelves by the Depart- every stage of our lives.
niques of applying for employ- time and I said, "I haven't
ment of Libraries in Frankfort.
ment.
seen you, Mr. Baruch, in quite
First let's take the adult books.
THE MEANING OF TAROT,
a while." He said, "I was in
by David Hoy. Human nature
TURTLE
POND
by
Bernice
THE ALABASTER EGG -by has always sought the unknown,
Paris for the first time.""How'd
Gillian
Freeman. A first- and the role of Tarot remains Freschet. A simple story of you like seeing Paris?" I asked.
nature and the animals that He said, "I wish
person narrative relating
I had seen it
a a fascinating mind of divining
young German Jewish girl's the past, the present and the live in it.
50 years ago." I said, "You
experiences during the early future.
mean when Paris was really
WHY YOU GET SICK AND
years of Hitler's rise to power.
Paris?" He said, "No, when
HOW YOU GET WELL by Ilse
Baruch was really Baruch."
Now
let's look at a few Goldsmith
.
A concise
exBIRD AMBULANCE by Arline juvenile books.
- Harry Hershfield.
planation of the human body,
Thomas. In this delightful
•••
its
internal
activities
and
illjournal
the "birdlady
of
FINDING OUT WITH YOUR nesses.
Queens" describes with humor SENSES by Seymour
THE FUNNY PAPERS
Simon.
and charm the antics of some Simple experiment that
The majorettes and rum mawill acTHE WITCH'S
BRAT by
of her "feathered patients." quaint a child with his
jors
were selected by a corp of
five Rosemary Stucliff.
Lovel is
senses.
confronted by ignorance and judges during competitive try
THE CASE OF THE CRYING
superstition as he attempts to outs at the high school.
SWALLOW, by Erie Stanley
PAINTBRUSH AND PEACE- Greenbrier Independent.
face life alone.
Gardner. One novelette star ring
PIPE by Anne Rockwell. The
•• •
Perry Mason and several short biography
of a painter who spent
Look for these and many
stories add up to a collection
his life trying to make other other
David
R.
Scott stepped 9n
interesting books on the
of mystery stories that will
the lunar surface at Hadley Base
people appreciate lediassatilb shelves
at your Fulton Public
please all Erle Stanley Gardner
did.
today, the seventh human to Commonwealth of Kentucky ' Fields tor xbiolpg.4a• camIsibrary.
fans.
Library hours are 9-11 a.m. make a football on the alien Department of Public InforThe progress of the MidROBINS FLY NORTH ROB- and
mation
12-5 p.m. on Monday, moon.- Scranton (Pa.) Times.
THE ELUSIVE MRS. POLSouth Chapter has increased
INS FLY SOUTH by John Kauf- Thursday,
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
• ••
Friday andSaturday;
LIFAX by Dorothy Gilman. The
substantially
man. This story of robin mi- on Tuesday
over the past
11.30-5 p.m. and
most unlikely, unofficial and unA LAMENT: My new songs
gration shows the harmonious 6-9 p.m.
four years through the efforts
We are closed on aren't selling, either, such as, November 12, 1971
orthodox agent for the C.I.A. is
relationship of an animal to its Wednesda
of
dedicated
volunteer
s and the
y. Please drop by any "Hate in Bloom", "Somewhe
back on the scene in this funny
re Mrs. Jo
environment during the yearly time
Westpheling, Editor interest of generous citizens.
during the above stated Under the Rainbow",and
and exciting adventure.
"Cle- The Fulton County
We have been able to expand
cycle.
News
hours.
ment Stein". I wonder why the
our local patient service proP.O. Box 307
THE LABYRINTH MAKERS
An epitaph, says Selma Glas- publishers are all against me! Fulton, Kentucky 42042
grams to help assure that our
A SAJO AND THE BEAVER
by Anthony Price. The dis-M. M. Swanandor.
ser
in
children
the
Wall
PEOPLE
live longer and healthSt.
by
Journal,
Grey
Owl.
An auis
covery of the wreckage of a
ier lives. Also, we are able
a monumental lie... Movie deDear Jo:
• ••
World War II plane sets off a thentic book, chock full of fasto support the nationally coordelicate cat-and-mouse game cinating detail about the merry, scription in the TV log of the
As you may know, I will dinated research projects of
CHICAGO GRAFFITI:
between British Intelligence and industrious animals the Indians Alameda. Cal., Times-Star:
the
call
National Cystic Fibrosis
"The
leave
Little Brothers." "'The Bigamist—all about an "Love is the answer.
the service of State Govtwo Russian agencies.
... what is
Research Foundation.
Italian fog. 'Rhythm on the the question?"
"Eat,drink ernment shortly to enter priAgain, our deepest gratitude
SHELF PETS
vate practice as a public reby Edward River' — epic of Catholics li%- and be merry; God grades on
a
MAGIC AND SUPERSTITION R. Riccluti.
and the citizens of
lations counselor in Louis- to you
A practical how- ing near the Mississippi.
'Prison- curve" ...."Free the Indianaby Douglas Hill. Mr. Hill, a to
Fulton
book about the care of cer- er in Petticoats
for as you know "No
' —depicts the polis 500" ...."No matter where ville. Our offices will be lowell-known writer in this field, tain small
Man
Stands
animals which can unfair treatment
cated
So Tall As He Who
in The Commerce Buildof today's you go, there you are".- Terri
traces the natural history of be kept
ing at 304 West Liberty Street; Stoops To Help A Little Child."
successfully indoors as transvestit
Schultz in Chicago Trib.
es.''
your visit will always be a wel- The children and families who
live with the tragedy of cystic
Play-goers of Fulton County and the sur- come one.
FROM THE FILES:—
I
to thank you for your fibrosis and other children's
rounding area are in for a real treat during manywant
contributions to the pro- lung diseases would have no
March of next year when the Rotary Club of Ful- grams of this Department. Your hope of a control or cure, if
Turning
support
has
made them it weren't for the support of
ton will sponsor an appearance here of the Barter infinitely
more effective and people such as you. We hope
Theatre of Virginia.
has certainly smoothed the way that you feel that you have
The nationally-famoug theatre is the only for me in administering them. truly given a child "the breath
Your participation has pro- of life."
TWENTY YEARS AGO
professional non-profit repertory group in Amer- vided
considerable encourageica and the only state theatre in the United ment to me individual
NOVEMBER 30, 1951
ly, and I Sincerely,
am
particular
States. Fulton will be one of more then 500 comly grateful for
Virginia Forest and Charles Sevier will reign
many courtesies extended James E. Jackson
munities in the nation that will play hosts to the the
me. I hope that together we President
over the Junior-Senior Carnival Friday as a reBarter Theatre of Virginia this season.
have established a level
of
sult of their class winning the contest for fund
effectiveness that can be main- Pee Wee Reese
raising. Both are members of the junior class.
tained in the months ahead. Our Campaign Chairman
Pvt. Marion R. Poyner, son of Mr. and Mrs. own success and
Virginia is the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Nathan
that of those
Aubrey Poyner of Water Valley, was awarded a who follow, will justify
the Kentucky Association For Older
B. Forest and Charles is the son of Mr. and Mrs.
silver identification bracelet by Post Commander confidence that has been placed Persons,
Inc.
in us.
Charles Sevier.
318 W. Kentucky Street
at Ft. Leonardwood, Missouri, for making the
Louisville
,
Kentucky
40203
highest grade there on the Militar
Cordially,

Letters Of Interest

Back The Clock 1

y Proficiency
Members of the court will be runners-up in
November 1971
the contest. They are in order of their finish: Test recently.
Howard G. Myers
Deputy Commissioner
Beverly Hill and Jerry Allen, freshmen; Ann
FORTY-FIVE YEARS AGO
Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
Linton and Ralph Puckett, Seniors and Emma
NOVEMBER 26, 1926
On behalf of the Citizens
Jean Mann and Johnny Hicks, sophomores.
Mid-South Chapter
Hon. G. W Sherrod, Attorney-General of Serving Ky. and Southern Ind. Committee for the Homestead
Amendment and the Kentucky
Tennessee will deliver the address at the Elks National Cystic Fibrosis Re- Association for Older Persons,
Rebecca Howard, Margaret Beard, Charles Memori service
search Foundation
we wish to express apprecial
here December 5th.
1101 Heyburn Building
E. Bushart, and William Smith have been anation for the fine work you did
Louisville, Kentucky 40202
and the splendid victory you
nounced as the grand winners in Reed Brothers,
Lee Rucker has developed into a fine subachieved in your county.
"open house" drawing last Saturday, with A. B. stitute
for Squire Hagler in loading the gravel November 12, 1971
We expect to be in close conPhelps, R. L. LeCornu, Joe D. Hall, Jessie Henfor the West State Line Road. Keep it up, Lee, Dear Mr. Westpheling
tact with the Legislative leadderson, Katie Bennett, Dan Frankum, Mrs. Besers in providing for the impleyou're doing fine.
sie Clements and Finis Hudson winners of seed
We would like to express our mentation of the amendment and
appreciati
in
regard to other matters of
on
to the citizens of
corn in another event.
Miss Dorothy Granberry is acting as assist- Fulton for contributing to our interest to the elderly. We hope
that we may be able to call on
ant secretary of the Chamber of Commerce until campaign.
Would you please place the you for advice, counsel and
Randall P. Burcham, formerly associated in the
new
secreta
,
ry
selected
is
.
New
C
of
C
enclosed
officers
letter in your paper? assistance when needed.
the paint and glass business here, has been apinclude; Albert Winstead, president; J. A. Colley, We deeply appreciate your The
election day victory was
pointed distributor for Shell Petroleum products,
and for all the publicity
vice-president; and W. R. Butt, chairman of the help
you have given to the chapter. particularly gratifying tons and
it is announced this week.
we are sure that you share in
'board.
Burcham succeeds Glenn Knighton in the
our sentiments relative to the
To The Citizens of Fulton:
outstandin
g success ofour comdistributorship which covers Fulton, Hickman
J. J. Owen the progressive laundryman, has On behalf of
bined efforts.
and part of Obion Counties.
the officers,
planted 400 fruit trees on his State Line road directors and members
of the
We add our personal thanka
place, where he also raises chickens, cows,swine, Mid-South Chapter, National for your valuable
contribution.
Mayor Hardy M. Graham was re-elected to
Cystic
Fibrosis
Research
Foundation, we would like to
the office of mayor of Union City in Tuesday's 'sheep and grows other fruits.
Sincerely yours,
express our sincere apprecielection by a vote of 1442 to 758 for his opponent,
ation to each of yet Mg helpMrs.
Livings
Fred
ton
and
C. P, Thurman, Chairman
daughte
r, Louise, tag to raise more
T. F. Wallace, the general manager of the Tenthan 91,052
returne
have
the
to
d
Beelert
on
commun
during
ity
from
our
1971
Breath
ArKyMo Industries.
of J. E. Reeves, Coordinator
Life Campaign in Fulton.
Cottontown. Tennessee, to make their home.
Our Citizens Committee for the
special
thanks go to Mrs. Leon Homestea
d Amendment
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Ruth Adams, Bride-Elect Of
Dan Voegeli Reveals Plans

Art Guild To Young Artists
Again Sponsor In Concert At
Poster Contest UT In Martin

the
Mer&than
Times
the
ftizen
ous
d era
18,
oberts
Booth
11der,
and

Miss Ruth Alice Adams, nuptial music.
The bride-elect is the daughof Mr. Robert
bride-elect
Daniel Voegeli, is announcing ter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
completion of her wedding E. Adams of Route 4, Hickman,
plans. The ceremony will be and the groom -to-be is the
held in the sanctuary of the son of Mr. and Mrs. Victor
Rush Creek United Methodist .T Voegeli, Jr., of Fulton.
Church on Friday, November
Miss Adams has chosen Mrs.
26 at 4:30 p.m.
Taylor as her matron
Chaplain Harold B. Howard, Michael
Bridesmaids will be
uncle of the bride, will be of honor.
Adams and Mrs.
Ellen
Miss
the officiating minister.
Thomas Freeman, sisters of
John Reed, organist, and Ron
bride, and Mrs. Timothy
Goforth. vocalist, will provide the
Lusk.

The most colorful event of
the Holiday season is in progress in the Fulton-South Fulton area.
The members of the Twin
Cities Art Guild are making
plans for the third Children's
Christmas poster exhibit.
The exhibit will be held Saturday and Sunday December 11-12
in the Art Guild room, Fulton
Library building.
grades one
in
Children
through six in the three elein the Twin
schools
mentary
Cities will take part in the
exhibit.
The Art Guild members are
Indebted to the teachers for
this
cooperation in
their
activity.
Posters will be delivered to
the library by Friday, December 4.
The public is invited to visit
this exhibit. Details will be
announced at a later date.
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The unusual Gerschelski-McCall duo will be presented in
concert November 22 at 8 p.m.
In the Performing Arts Theatre
of the University of Tennessee
at Martin.
The young artists are Martha
Gerschefski, cellist, and Betty
McCall who plays the cordovox,
a new instrument combining the
accordian and the electronic
organ.
Works by Handel, Bach,Straand
vinsky, Schostakowitsch
Rachmaninoff will be featured
on the program.
Miss Gerschefski began cello
lessons at age seven. BY age
13 she entered the Julliard
School of Music where she studied under the late Luigi Silva.
Leopold Stokowski selected
Miss Cerschefski as the tint
woman for his American Symphony Orchestra where she was
associate principal cellist for
two years. For the past several
years, the artist has concertiaed extensively in Europe and the
United States.
Miss McCall began accordion
lessons at age five and won the
National Accordion Championship at age 12. In her native
Minneapolis, Minnesota, Miss
McCall operated her own accordion school while studying
A faculty recital featurat the McPhail School of Music,
ing Barbara Jones, a memMusic She is nationally known as
UTM
of the
ber
Fred Wering's featured soloist,
faculty, will be presented
and has performed on radio,
November 29 at 8 p.m. In the
television and the concert stage
Fine Arts Performing Theatre
both in this country and abroad.
at the University of Tennessee
The concert Is free
at Martin.
The program will include
ENDING SOONI
the premiere performance of
The annual fund drive for
"Songs
entitled,
works
three
the United Fund of Obion Counfor Children" composed by ty is coming to a close in
Gilbert Carp, UTM associate South Fulton, Mrs. Johnny
professor. In addition to the McConnell said today. A total
children's songs, compositions of $1140 had been collected as
by Handel, Schubert and Honeg- of press time this week.
ger will be presented.
MOVING DAYI
Miss Jones, a soprano, reIf women golfers are not
ceived her Bachelor of Arts
have their golf equipto
eager
College
Meredith
degree from
and a Master of Music from ment paint spiatted, they'd betthe New England Conservatory ter remove their gear from the
of Music. Elaine Harriss will cart house of the Country Club,
accompany Miss Janes in the but quick. The interior of the
room is being paint, natchl
program.

Faculty Recital
Features Songs
For Children
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HONORED
of
Mrs. It, E. Clendenin
at the
Martin was honored
Fulton Country Club on Monday for having received her
Life Master award in duplicate
bridge. She was presented with
an orchid and a charm for her
ACBL bracelet. Mrs. Gilson
Latta directs the duplicate
games each week.
OUTSTANDING 4-H'ERS-- Obion County's outstanding 4-H
members were named Thursday night during the annual 4-H
Achievement Banquet held at Obion Central, and this year two
boys and two girls were honored Presenting the outstanding
girls is Assistant Extension Leader Mrs. Cheryl Matthews.

WRITES MEDITATION
Mrs. Henry Russell, wife
of the former pastor of the
First Methodist Church has
which
written a meditation
was selected for publication in
the Upper Room, a periodical
of the Methodist Church. The
re Outstanding
the
meditation appeared in
Beechissue of November 11.
ot the
World Are Upon Us" which ford Muse
also placed second in the state. community.
The Alumni award, given anHe attended 4-H Congress and
Alumni who
has served as president and held nually to a 4-H
work with lovarious offices in his local has continued to
presented to
club, He was also director and cal 4-H'ers, was
Mr. Jenkins
is currently vice-president of Harold Jenkins.
as the
served
has
the °Mon County Livestock As- for years
of the
sociation, officer in the 4-H master of ceremonies
on hand
Honor Club, and has served annual banquet and was
again Thursas Junior Leader for four years. in his old Job once
His projects include veterinary day night.
the Gibson
of
Roberts
Floyd
science, field crops, town and
country business, tractor, gar- County Electric Membership
the
presented
dening, home ground beautifi- Corporation
county electric award to Susan
cation and leadership.
Named the Outstanding Martin.
Other awards were presented
Junior Boy and Girl were James
leaders
"Bo" McEwen of Troy, son of by assistant extension
and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Mc Ewen and Mrs. Cheryl Mathews
30
Between
Cindy Olmstead of Obion, niece Charles Grooms,
prewere
awards
other
40
of Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Mar- and
sented to 4-H'ers during the
tin.
The Friend of a 4-H award, evening.
Performing feats of magic
given each year to a person
of the
who has contributed much to for the entertainment
Phelps.
the 4-H program, went to Hae- youths was Bill "Dog"

South Fulton Students A
and viceher Honor Club
president of her loca14-H Club.
Her projects consist of food
and
nutrition, related arts
crafts, and clothing.
Mr.
of
daughter
Miss Cannon,
and Mrs. Charles Cannon, was
first In the county and district with her foods and nutrition project and received a
blue ribbon in the 4-H Roundup. She is president of her
local club, an active Honor
Club member, and won the district consumer education-home
economics award. She took the
1970 showmanship award at the
county fair and her projects
are beef, clothing, food and
nutrition, home improvement
and home economics.
Paul Phelps, son of Mr.
and Mrs, David Phelps, was
the second place winner in agriculture in the district and first
place winner in the district with
his essay "The Eyes of the

The coveted Outstanding 4-H
Boy and Girl awards were presented Thursday night, November 11 during the annual 4-H
Achievement Banquet held at
Central High
Obion County
School. This year the competition was so great the judges
chose two girls and two boys
to receive the highest county
awards attainable,
The outstanding girls are
Patty Parrish and Mary Jane
Cannon both of South Fulton.
Chosen as the outstanding young
men are Paul Phelps of South
Fulton and Wayne Holt of Rives.
Miss Parrish, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs, Billy Parrish,
placed first with her clothing
project in both the county and
the district this year and attended the 4-H Roundup. She
won the overall county award
for her school dress in the 4-H
Dress Review and attended 4-H
Congress. She is secretary of

Congratulations to Mr. and Miller on her birthday with a
Mrs. Harry George who cele- buffet luncheon. She was goodbrated their 63 wedding awl- naturedly the recipient of a
versary November 17th. Mar- guaranteed, white double perred in 1908, Mr. and Mrs. ma-press desk organizer.
George made their home in
Monday morning Katherine
Wingo, Kentucky until 1937 when
Johnson and Sammie Demons,
they moved to Paducah, Ken- members of the Fulton HomeMr. George is a retired
helped us get started
having makers,
engineer
operating
on some delightful felt Christworked until he was 80 years mas tree ornaments. Thursday
old. They are the parents of morning Dotty Cole and Daisy
eight children (six boys and two Martin will hold another holiday
girls).
workshop with us.
Henry George II lives in DunThe Sara Farris Circle of
dee, Florida: the Rev. James
H. George of Illinois; Darrell the First Baptist Church deGeorge, Memphis, Tennessee; livered 10 lovely holiday cenForrest George, Gilbertsville, terpieces for our dining tables
Kentucky ,* Mrs.Hugh(Ann)Fly, this week.
Fulton:. Lawson George, LouisWMU members of the South
ville, Kentucky! Mrs. H. H.
(Betty) Nelson, Warren, Michi- Fulton Baptist Church gave a
SeatGeorge,
Thanksgiving party at Haws.
gan and Edward
tle. Washington.
They are: Norma Underwood,
Barbara Stow, Marlyne WinSome weeks are filled with stead, June Hicks
Carolyn
"Happenings" at
assorted
Faulkner, Barbara Lamply,
Haws and this one seems to be Aileen Fox and Lois Elliot.
packed with goodies.
Each person was given a
name tag when
We want to thank Patsy White- bright "Smile"
arrived. Refreshments
they
sell and Ellen Varden'sCadette
were served carrying out the
Troop 182 for the useful aprons.
theme, Elizabeth
Armed with sewing machines, Thanksgiving
Jobe played the piano and dethread and zippers, these girls
Ilghted everyone with various
sewed during several of their
musical selections.
scout meetings. Each of .the
fourteen cadettes made a colorbag
bean
A tic-tar-toe
ful terrycioth packet apron and
tossing game was enjoyed with
gave it to patients at Haws.
players divided Into two teams,
These cadettes are: Tammy
each team having a cheering
Tibbs, Becky Puckett, Nora
of
Also a version
section.
Myers, Leslie Fossett, Kathy
stop the music was played and
Butts, Leslie McAlister, Lottseveral hilarious prizes were
ella Alexander, Connie Mann,
given. Thank you, ladies, for
Ann Workman, Kanetha Casey,
a splendid Thanksgiving party.
Genie May Taylor, La Donna
Birthday greetings are exDaugherty, Kelly Buckingham
tended to Mrs. Louenle Copeand partol leader Lillain Whiteland, and La Anna Pyle on Nosell.
vember 19th, Nancy Fossett,
and Mr. RayMonday the staff at Haws November 21,
mond McNatt, November 22.
Lois
Mrs.
enjoyed surprising

Mr. and Mrs. Harry George

They are Mary Jane Cannon (left) and Patty Parrish.
Presenting the outstanding boys is Assistant Extension Leader
Charles Grooms (left) and with him are Paul Phelps (center)
and Wayne Holt

The groom-elect has chosen
Victor Jacque
his father,
Voegeli, Jr., as best man.
Groomsmen and ushers will be
John Owen Fleming, Thomas C.
Freeman, Michael Taylor, and
Timothy Lusk.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and reception which will be held
at the Adams home.
HERE FOR AWARDS
Lynn Newton, former golf
pro at the Fulton Country Club
was a visitor in Fulton Sunday
night to attend the awards dinner held at the club last Sunday night. Newton is now club
pro at the Mayfield Country
Club,

1•••••••••••ftInet•••—.50•1•2—st

Double Duty, Double Happiness
Angela Humphrey will have
relinquished two titles—Miss
Murray State University and
just plain Miss—in a short
span of time when she appears
on the Lions Club-WPSD-TV
Telethon in Paducah Nov. 2021.
She will have been Mrs.
Don Nanny only eight hours and
an ex-Miss Murray State a
week when she takes the ml crophone in hand about midnight to sing and "to be a small
part of something very worthwhile."
Reflecting on the decision
to be on the program on her
wedding night, the 5-4 1/2 bru-

ren in four states--Kentucky, tants there as Miss CongenialIllinois, Missouri and Ten- ity.
Besides her duties as therenessee.
His interest has more mean- tiring Miss Murray State, she
ing than Just the obvious un- also served as chairman of
the pageant on her home campus
selfishness.
"While I was in grade school, last weekend.
Kentucky
Ange, as she prefers to be
the
West
I attended
Center for Handicapped Child- called, the daughter of Mr. and
ren for about two years to Mrs: William Tilden Humphrey
overcome a stuttering pro- of Ramsey, will Join an imblem," he explains. "So I have pressive array of professional
a personal knowledge of the and amateur talent headed by
kind of work financed by tele- Martin Milner and Kent Mcpopular
NBC's
of
Cord
thon proceeds."
Since the telethon was in- "Adam 12" series for the
year
this
goal
of
The
total
a
telethon..
1957,
in
augurated
$879,000 has been raised to Is $200,000.
Known from past appearances
support the center in Paducah.
Now Nanny, a senior finance for her vibrant singing style
major at Murray State, meets and showmanship of extraordipeople daily in his job with a nary professionalism for her
Murray bank and shows no trace young years, Miss Humphrey
of the speech impediment that confesses she is "tingling with
once plagued him. And he is excitement" about being on the
telethon.
grateful.
"Being on television is a
His fiancee, a 19-year-old
thrill," she
major at tremendous
tate No. 78" have been chosen. sophomore drama
The Orchestra will play se- Murray State, surrendered her muses--then quickly adds,"but
,
°I.
lections from Bizet's
Miss Murray crown last Satur- if that were all there was to it,
Arlesienne Suites" and Leroy day night. The highlight of her I would not do it under the cirAtiderson's "Christmas Festi- year's reign was her finish cumstances. The idea of doing
work as one of 10 finalists in the something to help others—esval.', The last named
includes most of the best loved Miss Kentucky Pageant in Lou- pecially little children—is an
'Joy
as
such
carols
Christmas
isville last spring and her se- incentive that surpasses everyTo The World," "Deck The lection by her fellow contes- thing else."
Halls," "0, Come Emanuel,"
The Herald Angels
"Hark
and
nt Night,"
e.
'Sills,,
B
Sing," "
Bells."
"Jingle

nette from rural Rumsey uo
McLean County admits it was
not an easy one. She credits
with an
her husband-to-be
understanding attitude that influenced the decision.
"When I first found out I
had the opportunity to be on
the telethon, I was ecstatic,"
she recalls. "But when I found
out the date was in conflict
with our wedding, I went into
shock."
However, when she discussed the matter with Nanny, he
encouraged her to appear on
the annual 15-hour television
marathon to raise money for
the benefit of handicapped child-

Jackson Symphony Orchestra.
To Present Second Concert
The Jackson Symphony Orchestra will present the second concert of current season
on Sunday, November 21st, at
3 p.m. in Jackson Junior High
Auditorium. The concert, with
James Petty conducting, will
feature a vocal quartet composed of four outstanding Memphlans: Robert Kirkham, bantone, Sara Beth Causey, contralto, Sara Savell, lyric soprano, and Gerald Morrow,
tenor. They will sing selections
from the church music of J.S.
Bach. EXCerpts from Bach's
"Christmas Oratorio," "St.
Matthew Passion," and "Can-

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
The News takes pleasure in
wishing the following friends
"Happy Birthday":
W.L. Holland, November 18;
Tommy Smith, Becky Puckett,
Charles Wbitnel, Jr., November
10; Mrs. Gladys Sanders, Mrs.
J. T. Brundige, Mignon McKendree, Janice 'Henson, November 20; Jerry Creason, November 21; Andy Batts, Joe
Weeks. Jr., November 32; Mrs.
Smith sAtIdns. Howard West,
James Geroblin. Peggy Smith,
Norma* Terry, November 23;
amid'Henderson, Jr.; November 34; Mrs. Floyd Brown, November 25.
BETTER HURRY!
Annual dues for the Fulton Woman's Club, which were
due on October 1, have a grace
period until December 3 before
a 83.00 penalty is added. Members not having paid the does
are required to sad their
check to the Treasurer of the
WOrnan's Club, Box 345, Fuland pronto!
ton

r. Kirkman is making his
appearance with the
fourth
has
Jackson Symphony. He
coocertized widely in the U.S.,
Mexico, Canada and Europe. He
has appeared with some twenty
Dear Ann Landers. What has
other symphonies and has sung
to dignity and respect
roles in both opera and oratorio. happened
for the deceased? I was horsung
also
read of the "drive-in
to
rified
Mrs. Causey has
oratorio. funeral parlors" where you
in both opera and
She Is the Choral Director for don't even have to get out of your
the Memphis Symphony Orches- car to view the remains of a
tra and has appeared as soloist loved one. I wouldn't be surwith both the Memphis and prised if the next move would
Nashville Symphonies. Her list be a TV segment that shows all
of performances includes ap- the corpses in the local morpearances in musical comedy tuaries. Then people won't even
with the Front Street Theatre have to go to t he drive-ins. They
and productions of the Memphis can stay home, drink beer and
see their loved ones on the
State Opera Theatre.
Idiot box.
Mr. Morrow is a graduate
Yesterday a woman I work
of Memphis State University with said, "My father's funeral
of
Minister
currently
and is
was so lovely. I still feel a
at Bellwood Baptist
Music
sense of peace." I asked her
Church in Memphis.
when she had buried her father.
Sara Savell has appeared "This morning," she replied. I
with both the Memphis and Jack- was shocked. If my children
son Symphony Orchestra as can't take off two or three days
soloist and has a wealth of of work to pay their respects
experience as opera soloist and to me when I die, I'll feel that
as oratorio singer. She also I did a pretty poor lob as a
is a graduate of
Memphis mother.
State University, and Is curThe things that have been
rently Co-Director otthe Meth- happening lately make me
Nursing
of
odist Hospital School
ashamed to be a member of
Glee Club.
the human race. What about
For additional information
Outraged
and for tickets, *ease write to
Tenn.
P.O. Box 9098, Jackson,
Dear Out, My Chicago funeral
89901 or call 901 422-4833. consultant, Mr. Jules Furth,

DOUBLE DATE—Angisla Humphrey of Rummy, a sophomore
at Murray State University, has two big events scheduled Saturday, Nov. 20—her wedding and an appearance on the Lions
Club-WPSD-TV Telethon in Paducah. Miss Humphrey, who served as the 1971 Miss Murray State, will marry Don Nanny of
Murray in the afternoon and sing on the 15th annual telethon
in the evening because she wants "to be a small part of something very worthwhile." Proceeds from the telethon are used
to benefit handicapped children in four states—Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri and Tennessee. During her reign as Miss Murray
State, Miss Humphrey finished as one of the 10 finalists In the
Miss Kentucky Pageant and was chosen by her fellow contestants
(Photo by Wilson Woolley)

as Miss Congeniality.

Asa .fanzleia
— Your Problems Bring Answers —

informs me that there are no colitis. The doctors operated on H. --- Eureka, Calif.
drive-in mortuaries. One was me and I awoke with a suropened in the South last year prise ileostomy. Today no one
Dear Carol: Here's your letas a publicity stunt. Morticians could guess. Those I tell are ter plus my thanks and heartiest
all over the country were out- fascinated. I have no diet or congratulations.
raged by the cloddishness of odor problems. I have earned
the gimmick. The drive-in a Ph.D., taught school fullwas closed promptly.
time, and I have a good marDear Ann Landers In a rechildren riage. We camp, hike and en- cent column you said a phyInsofar as your
are concerned,. it's not how joy swimming. My life has been sician is able to tell if a woactive and rewarding man has given birth to a baby.
long they take off work when more
you die that matters, but how these past eight years than Can a doctor tell if a woman
they treat you when you are before the surgery.
has had an abortion? --- Denliving.
Those who have had col- ver Inquiry
* • *•
have outdone me.
ostomies
Dear Ann: You've helped a They have had babies, they comDear Den: If the abortion was
lot of people. Will you please pete in athletics, fly planes and performed early, a physician
help thousands more by print- practice law and medicine. I would not be able to tell. U the
ing my story?
hope your readers who have had abortion were performed late
are (after the 12th to 15th week of
I could have died eight years such an operation, or
have
might
ago when I was 27. I
considering it and need emo- pregancy) it is possible that a
committed suicide or refused tional support, will contact doctor could tell, but not likesurgery when my life depend- the International United Ostomy ly.
ed on the removal of the large Association at 1111 Wilshire
Intestine and bladder. I didn't Boulevard, Los Angeles, Caliknow that nearly a million North fornia 90017. We have es"The Bride's Guide," Ann
we
Americans had undergone that tablished 180 clubs and
booklet, answers
kind of surgery and were now publish an Informational maga- Landeri.
some of the most frequently
living full and active lives. zine
about weddings,
asked
question;
I
than
These people are"ostomates."
No one knows better
They have had a small alter- that a good life requires un- TO receive your copy of this
ation in their route of excre- derstanding, courage and a comesehensivo guide, write to
tion, necessitated by birth de- sense of humor. If one happens Ann Landers, in care of your
fects, cancer and other dis- to have all his interne) organs, newspaper, enclOsing a long,
eases.
so much the better, but they self-addressed, stamped envelCarol ope and 35C in colt'.
My problem was ulcerative aren't necessary.
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HOSPITAL EW
. ,
The following perionti'
patients in Fulton's hospitals
on Wednesday, November 17:

Wanda
-:Rico and to St. Thornas in the Virgin
Price of
wee a real pleasant one. Helen
will be Governor Wendell
• Frankfort, who
traveling
Ford's private secretary, was my
we are getting to
say
must
I
and
companion
.- •
such a pasbe some real sight-seers. And for
se....time I don't think we could have ever
than
countries
fascinating
more
two
-lected
Puerto Rico and the Virgin Islands,

HIL L VIEW
M. J. Garriams, Flora Adams,
Hickman,
Leon Jones, Jr.,
Lisa Carol Rice, Water Valley, Darrel Curtsinger, Mary
Carver, Crutchfield, Juanita
Hawks, Dukedom; Joanne Perham, Bud Byars, Mayfield;
Mary Lou Hogg, Louise PatSylvia
cick, Linda Haynie,
Wilbur, Fulton.

Our destination was the panoramically
Rico. But
•• • beautiful little island of Puerto
without taking
:hardly anybody goes there
Thomas in the
.. the short plane hop to St.
one day,
Virgin Islands. We went there for
enough
had
and
territory
enough
covered
but
last us in pleasant memories for a
long time.
••

world
Both islands are simply out of this
I had to
for atmosphere and native color.
back
chuckle when I realized, on the flight
anywhere in this
_ to San Juan, that scarcely
homegeneity for con'world can one find such

NOVEMBER Ilth is still "Armistice Day" at the Fulton Legion Post and a day to remember,
despite attempts to consolidate this World War I date with others and observe it some other
time of the year. A free bean and barbecue dinner was served all Veterans last Thursday, and
the "chow line" was manned by the above veterans, (from left): Lawson Roper, Abe Thompson, and Homer Weatherspoon. Photographer caught Homer sampling the beans to see if the
seasoning was okay. It was, and so was the beroecue, and • large turnout applauded the gen-

trast.
car
For instance. We rented a Japanese
the
(Toyota), drove on the lefthand side of
two-way
street, in a British possession, on
in Spanwere
markings
street
whose

erosity of the Legionnaires. Roy Carver is the current Commander.

streets

ish, ate at a restaurant where the food was
deChinese; the owners were of Haitiian
We.
scent who spoke Chinese and Spanish.
and Spangave our order in broken English
of
ish and were served by Virgin Islanders
American descent.

Hello World
Congratulations to:
Mrs. William
and
Mr.
Parham, Mayfield, cm the birth
of a boy, at 11:40 a.m. November 14. He weighed 7 pounds
and 8 ounces.
Mr. and Mrs. John Rice,
Water Valley, an the birth of
a boy at 5 a.m. November
15. He weighed 7 pounds and
8 ounces.
Mrs. William
Mr. and
Haynie, Fulton, on the birth
of a boy at 8:10 a.m. November 16. He weighed 5 pounds
and 14 ounces.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Morris,
Fulton, on the birth of a boy
at 5 p.m. November 16. He
weighed 9 pounds and 4 ounces.
Mr. and Mrs. Butch Buckingham, Crutchfield, an the
birth of a girl at 5:90 a.m.
November 14. She weighed 6
pounds and 8 ounces.

It was something else again!
Both countries are quaint and beautiful.

Sun Shines Bright
The sun shines every day and the weather never goes above 85 all year round. The
flowers are always in bloom and the air is
ocean fresh. None of the houses or buildings
have enclosed windows or screens. Shutters
are used to shut out the weather, but even
when they are open there isn't an insect in
sight.
It isn't often that travelers plan a schedule for a short trip and stick to it. But Helen,
accustomed to handling extremely responsible jobs in a very efficient manner, had the

WORLD WAR I VETERANS present at the Legion Armistice Day dinner gathered over in a
corner of the Fulton Legion Hall to pose for this quick picture by a News photographer. While
this group does not represent all of the World War I veterans in the area, by any moons,
these were on hand at the time the picture was taken. (seated, from left): Moore Joyner, H. C.
lams, W. L. Carter, R. L. Harris, E. S. Scott, I. F. Holder; (standing, from 1st): Ray Graham, Lawson Roper, A. C. Stewart, Abe Thompson, Robert Lamb, Bill Johnston, Johnmat
H. A. Butler, ArEsur.Prm gestAapl tiorribeak. Abe Thompson and Paul Hornbook are the

whole eight days planned so not a minute
was lost. We took in the sun on Monday as
a sort of a rest, exercise, then on Tuesday we
rented a car and went into old San Juan for a
look-see and then drove to the fabulously
famous and fabulously beautiful -Rain Forest. It was difficult to get to, especially in a

only two veterans in the Pttltori Post who served both in World Wars I and II.

Volkswagen trying
jerking, annoying little'
wend around those winding roads
up a mountain straight into the sky.

its best to

lice neither spoke nor understood English

and surely could not penetrate their compre
hension with my pigeon Spanish. And Helen
was no help at all.
It was a mess!

It was difficult because we kept asking
the natives for the Rain Forest when they
call the area El Yunque. We finally got to the
top of the mountain along a path of orchids
growing wild in abundance, poinsettias in
all their fiery blooms, eucalyptus and oleander spotting the countryside as if painted
there. We had lunch in a pavillion with a
,
view of the ocean and a background of green
covered mountains like a picture postcard.
It is simply beautiful, that's all.
In contrast to the wide open spaces are
the crowded, narrow streets in old San.Juan,
hundreds of years in antiquity, with their
little shops, row on row displaying

waxes

made by the natives and
from all over the world.

some imported

New San Juan is much like any other
tourist-oriented foreign country, so we spent
a good bit of time walking and walking and
walking in and out of the shops in old San
Juan, more fascinated with each one we
visited. As a matter of fact, something very
funny happened to us on our way to the fas-

Aided By A Police Cruiser
one of the narrow, narrow streets, with
parking on one side only. We locked the car,
all careful like, and then took off by foot to
find some trinkets to bring home to the
family. We walked and we walked until it
was dark. I told Helen that my feet had become right weary and that I would wait for

L
.

In about half an hour Helen returned on
foot. She couldn't find the car. We nearly
panicked. I took my turn walking along the

In this setting tourists from all over the
world relax their weary bones and enjOy
that everlasting sunshine that is a rare commodity in these United States at this time
of the year.
Planes arriving and departing both San
Juan and St. Thomas accommodate their
passengers by flying at an altitude for clear
visibility of the white waves along the
shorelines, while on the mainland modern
hotels and

buildings can be seen intermingled with those ageless little homes
where generations of families have lived
since the beginning of time.
If ever you can, you must try to visit
the friendly, leisurely life in the Carribbean.

Cecil Maddox, Jr., Fulton
City Junior High basketball
coach, has announced the 197172 basketball schedule for the
team.
Scheduled games are:
November 22 -- South Fulton, Here, 6:30 p.m.
2 -- Hickman,
December
There, 7:00 p.m.
December 9 -- Wing°, Here,
6:30 p.m.
December 13 -- Western,
There, 7:00 p.m.
15 -- South FulJanuary
ton, There, 6:30 p.m.
January 20 -- Cayce, Here
6:30 p.m.
January 27 --Hickman, Here,
6:30 p.m.
February 3--Western, Here,
6:30 p.m.
February 10-- Wing°,There,
6:30 p.m.
February 17 --Cayce, There,
7:00 p.m.

Bill Fossett
Fulton County
Installed As Band Members
IIAK Leader In Festival
Four from Fulton County will
William L. Fossett, Fall and
Fall Insurance Agency of Ful- be among the 425 selected band
from four states to
members
presiton, was installed as
dent of Independent Insurance participate In the 24th annual
Agents of Kentucky at the 75th Quad-State Band Festival at
annual convention in Louisville Murray State University December 6.
November 9.
They are. Jimmie Call and
Mr. Fossett has been a
partner in the Fall and Fall Vicky Sargent from Fulton Co.
Insurance Agency since 1960. High and Junior High, Charles
He served as vice-president of Van Stephinson and Keith McIIAK in 1969-70. A member of Intosh from Fulton HighSchool.
Band directors are Fred HanFulton
the Rotary Club and
and
Country Club, he Is a graduate cock, FCHS and FCJS,
Kentucky High Roger Patterson, FHS.
of Falmouth
Were
seleeted
Students'
Scholal'and Idtended'the Battler.1' Thil
ltront-, more than-' 4,000
Xellttstkr.'f'w
sky
Mr. and Mrs. Fossett have cations In 126 junior and senior
three children, Greg, Leslie, high schools in Kentucky, Tennessee, Illinois, and Missouri.
Ann and Robert.
The students are scheduled to
be on the Murray State campus
at 8.45 a.m, for day-long rehearsals before presenting concerts at 7 p.m. in the University Auditorium.
Performances by bath the
junior and senior high bands
will be broadcast over local
radio stations and will be recorded.
Directing the junior band will
be Dr. Josiah Darnall, a professor of music at Murray State.
Paul Shahan, director of bands
at the University will direct
the senior tend.

rilunurrirrfnimunirri,
5TO R.KS
ARE volcELEss!

BILL FC6SETT

IN KENTUCKY.•.

Yourself...
Better still, let us pamper
you. Let us show you the marvelously refreshing benefits of
Hot Springs thermal water baths and
massages. They help ease arthritic
pains, nervous tensions and muscular
discomforts. We have complete resort facilities, too — PGA golf
course,'heated swimming pools —
and nightly entertainment.
Rooms and suites from S7.50 to 00

ME
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Spanish, the lost car.

HOTEL and

.
:
Isbuidk
,M4

SPRINGS, ARKANSAS

!ze
St. Thomas, in the Virgin Islands, is a

Both of us found our way to the police
r'station where, in about 45 minutes, a police
cruiser came along and for another 30 minutes we went up and down one street and
etvstiotlier trying tO find'ttiat Ford Cennet
in the dimlyhkighted 30-block area that modemn tigag•has casually passed by.
You must remember now, that the po-
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Pamper

They walked away into that labyrinth
narrow passage ways, laughing. They
may be still looking for their car for all I
know.

I had not found the car, but I passed the police station and reported, in nay halting

In.

waters of the
a soothing rhythm of

waves hitting the shoreline and then rolling
back far out into the sea.

of

- streets, now just mobbed with natives with
Saturday night pleasure aforethat1ght, Soon
I returned to El Convento and reported that

"" •

conduct

Caribbean

To which they replied with amused
laughter: "That's why we want to know
where San Francisco Street is, we've lost
our car, too."

San Juan

while she went for the car.

i

Waiting at the police station for the
cruiser gave us some anxious moments, however. Seems to me like dozens of derelicts
passed by, looked at us askance, and wondered on just what charges we were being
held. The story doesn't sound as frightful as
it really was, but when you think that here
were a couple of gals, more than 4000 miles
from home, with nary an acquanitance in
that far away place, and lost to boot. Don't
try it!
But if you do, try to remember where
you parked a rented car.

the skyline. The blue green

Of course there are reams to write about
such a pleasant journey, but one last thing
might interest you. As I was walking around
some blocks that I thought looked familar, a
group of very well-dressed Americans stopped to ask me if I knew where San Francisco
Street was. I replied that it was somewhere
around where we were standing but they
couldn't depend on my information because
I was looking for a car that we had parked
but couldn't find where.

We parked our car on Saturday in the
first available parking space we could find on

=

Well, the story ended happily. The "policia" found the car for us, and while'they
were pleasant enough at giving us their assistance, I couldn't help but think they were
saying to themselves, "Yankee, go home."

HURRY HOMt..
South Fulton City Commissioner M. M. Matlock has been
transferred to the Mon County Hospital in Union City after
having been hospitalized in
Quitman, Miss. Mr. Matlock became ill in Mississippi while
visiting his daughter, Mrii.
Landon Cook.

Coach Maddox
Reveals Junior
High Schedule

County gym. Nine other away
games are scheduled. The Bulldogs will play 11 home games,
the first set for December 3
with Carlisle County.
The schedule, as it now
stands, is as follows:
November 90 -- Fulton County, Away
3 -- Carlisle
December
County, Home
Lowes, Away
-7
December
December 10 -- Ballard Memorial, Away
December 14 -- Cuba, Home
December 1'7 -- Wingo, Home
January 4 -- Carlisle County, Away
January 7 -- Reidland, Home
January 14 -- Farmington,
Home
January 18-- Ballard County,
Home
January 21 --Hickman County, Away
January 25 -- Fancy Farm,
Home
January 28 -- Fulton County,
Home
February 1 --Hickman County, Home
February 4 -- Open
February 8 -- Lowes, Home
February 11 -- Cuba, Away
February 12--Murray, Home
February 15 -- Farmington,
Away
February 18--Wingo, Away
February 19 -- Paducah
Tilghman, Away
February 22 -- Open
February 25 -- Fancy Farm,
Away
Gwin
Wood is basketball
coach and Johnny Covington is
assistant coach.

Too Much For Words

cination of a lifetime.

her at El Convento Hotel in old

its
Fulton City will open
1971-72 basketball season November 90 after playing in the
Paducah Tilghman Jamboree
Saturday. The Bulldogs will
be pitted against ,Tilghman at
7:30 p.m.
The season opener will be
played against Fulton County
November 30 at the Fulton

FULTON
Arthur Brown, Marvin Burkette, Ratite Carter, Homer
Ed Stuart, Millie Tarver, Buford Walker, Maude Hutchinson, Clinton; R. R. Bushart,
Debbte Grissom, Laverne Morgan, Henry Murphy, Wingo;
Mildred Luten, Crutchfield; Andrew Penne!, Union City; Allie
Kay Roberts, Water Valley;
Myriene Rosa, Martin; Ruby
Shaw, Bertha Yates, Hickman;
Beard, Sophronia
Charlotte
Freeman,
Blanton, Charlie
Fulton,
Jean Reeder, South
Alexander, Frances
Maggie
Copelen, Willa Etheridge, Ray
Graham. Bernice Henry, Maude
Joyner, Ruth Long, Nita McDade, Joyce Morris, Jackie
Wilson, Fulton.

— laughs to

1871

18;I
11,
Open
ols
Clly.Scilo
Fulton
Cago;Segon November 3f)

(Continued from page one.)
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TOBACCO IS NO.1
Tobacco, as most Kentuckians know, is the state's
leading cash crop. Tobacco accounts for 32 percent of farm income in our state, and is worth
$300 million annually to Kentucky's farm famines.
Of equal importance is the fact that tobacco provides jobs and income for thousands of other
Kentuckians engaged in its marketing, processing, and retail sale. Tobacco, Ills estimated, generates $1.5 billion each year within our economy.
Tobacco is, Indeed, Kentucky's Number One
psoduoi, ao such, it has a story to tell, and theta
why Kentucky's burley tobacco farmers bring you
this anahmiliciat-BurPPY townies believe Ws time to
ipoak'up'ior whIttls tood about tobacco. So
they're talking. Are you listening?

Keep our in
Fill us Lo
Help us w
stand
It Is then
hand.
Help us
Lead us as
Help us wise
Stay by our
Help us
Stay near us
Stay with us
And give us
then.

Gree

story. all .its .935dr. .wi.§10..)-igo....theJime.to
wrtte about it. My laisting recollection, however, will be our visit to Magens Bay, almost
Scrips tbeInfrrow island. Tlw)briolt are.a.is
located ii horseshce-like cove, flanked on
two a1/4icres4by lush green mottlitaltiS and, In
the'centei, far into the distaeanotlidr
huge mountain standing majestically along
'or
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includes room and 6 thermel bathe. $64 a person, two
In a twin-bedded room it $4.73•day sear II Warm'
s 104417.45; and $3.30 miscatitineouiseSkelle$74).

Tobacco Talks
Am*listailne
This edvt4241;tioeni paid tor by Kentucky burley gro1110.
tleffeutioy Tobacco Protective Fund.
••••••••••••...Do•*aim.••••••••• a.
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Mr. and Mrs.James A. Workman and daughters of Paducah
visited his mother, Mrs. Roy
Wade, Sunday.
Gordy Everett Allen, 85,
William
Clarence
Cook,
First Lt. Hugh M. Sloan of
77retired Illinois Central Rail- year-old
retired salesman,died Fulton was discharged from
Ft.
road employee, died at 4 p.m.
at 7 a.m. Thursday, Frovember Ord, California, November 2nd
Thursday, November 11, at
11, at his home in Fulton fol- and has been visiting his grandHaws Memorial Nursing Home.
lowing an illness of 10 weeks. parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charlie
Born April 6, 1886 tn ('raves
Born November 25, 1892 in Sloan.
County, Kentucky, he was the
Hickman County, Kentucky, he
Mr. and Mrs. James Vick and
son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
was the son of the late Mr. two sons of St. Louis visited his
George Thomas Allen. He had
and Mrs. A. C.(Bud) Cook. He parents, Mr. and Mrs. Damon
been a resident of this comand his wife, the former Deron Vick, this weekend.
munity since 1917 and was emHart Cook, have made their
Mrs. Grace Hoodenpyle of
ployed for many years as IC
home with her sister, Mrs. Clinton spent Saturday with
coal chute operator. He was a
T. B. Neely for the past few Mrs. C. Sloan.
member of the Riceville United
years.
Dickey Cruce, son of Mr.
Methodist Church.
Besides his wife, he leaves and Mrs. Keithley Cruce, is
Survivors include his wife,
three half-sisters, Mrs. Ray with them on a two weeks
leave
Mrs. Rosie Frances Moore AlPharis, Beelerton, Mrs. Guy- from his ship, U.S.S. Trenton
len, to who he was married in
nelle Hodges, Fulton and Mrs. of Philadelphia, Pa. His grandFulton in 1940; four daughters,
Opal Webb, Crutchfield.
mother, Mrs. Lurline Cruce,
Mrs. Edith Marie Harris, DubHe was a member of Al gave him and his family a
lin, Kentucky, Mrs. Mary CathMalaikahan Shrine Club and fish supper, Friday night. It
erine Borden, Union City, Mrs.
a life member of the Crippled was his mother's birthday,
too.
Ann Ruth Ring, Fulton, and Mrs.
Hospital board.
Mrs. Ardell Simpson was with
Emma Beatrice Solo, Chicago,
Services were held at 2 p.m. her daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
Illinois; four sons, Frank(Jack)
Saturday, November
13, at Joe Woodside of Mt. Vernon,
Allen, Fulton, Cleatus Allen,
Hornbeak Funeral
Phoenix,
Arizona; Thomas the Rev. Charles Chapel with two days last week.
Jobe
A big crowd attended the
officiatAllen, Detroit, and
W. E. ing. Interment will
hemn Green(Buck) Allen, South Fulton.
lee Cemetery.
Thirty grandchildren
and
Pallbearers were Robert L.
24 great grandchildren
also Hart, Bobby G. Wilson,
T. J.
survive.
Callison, Billy Gilbert
and
Services were held Sunday,
Marty Neely.
November 14, at 2 p.m. at the
Hornbeak Funeral Chapel with
the Rev. Charles Jobe and
Brother C. V. Jones officiating.
'
Interment was in Willis CemeWillie Lewis Matthews, 55,
tery at Dublin.
Obion County farmer and partPallbearers
were J. W. ner in Tennessee Pool Room at
Notes, James Hicks, Tommy South Fulton died suddenly at
r
Brown, John Clayton, Raymond 4-30 a.m. Saturday morning,
Hutchens, and Roy Hood.
November 13. He suffered a
heart attack at his home near
McConnell and was dead on ar— ROUTE THREE rival at the Fulton Hospital.
Mr.Aline Williams
Born on September 13, 1916
in Lauderdale County, Tennessee, he was the son of the late
It's the middle of November Shirley E. and Mary McPherand still we have ideal weather son Matthews. He was a veteran
as for you folk
away from of World War II and a member
Kentucky you are missing a of McConnell Baptist Church.
beautiful fall.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Helen McIntyre Matthews,
There are still many fields a
daughter,
Mrs. David
of beans to be harvested but Wharton, South
Fulton;
a
certainly has been a good fall step-son, Bobby
Craddock,
for the farmers.
Fulton; five grandchildren,
Brian, Neal and Scott Wharton,
We attended the Golden WedSouth Fulton, and Crystal Len
ding Anniversary of Mr. and
and Robert Luke Craddock of
Mrs. Carmon
Bowlen near
Fulton.
Dresden Sunday. They sure
Also surviving is a sister,
were a nice looking couple and
Mrs. Hughie Long, Memphis.
the place was covered with cars Two
brothers Lawrence and,
and people coming and going
Lynn Matthews, preceded him
all afternoon. They were a
in death.
very happy couple and
saw
Services were held at 3:30
so many friends they had not p.m.
Sunday, November 14, at
seen in a long time. Many the
McConnell Baptist Church,
beautiful gifts were received
with the Rev. James Holt and
and,each one was appreciated.
Jack McClain officieting. InTlaft3' wallrnot 411:000 14rget ,tket terment was}nth*
Walnut Grove
day and their friends. Mrs. Cemetery.
Bowlin is my first cousin, her
Active pallbearers were
father and my mother were Charles
Allen, Tommy Clark,
brother and sister.
Carl Foster, Howard Wells,
Mrs. Helen Bennett talked John Irwin and Jimmy Allen.
with me Sunday night and was
telling me on last Thursday,
Mrs. Sarah Snyder of South
News From Our
Fulton drove out and took Mr.
and Mrs. Bennett for a drive Boys In The
and their dinner and how they
enjoyed the day.

Gordy Everett Allen William C. Cook
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Willie L.Matthews

Fall Festival at Cayce sciteol Simoton. Their son, Charles
event of the day and is followed
Friday night. Carol Flerntfting A, Sloan and family of Little
by the swearing-in ceremony,
of the 7th grade was selected Rock, Ark., were there also.
the speeches, then later the
for the queen.
Mr. and Mrs. Mike Britt governor's reception
and the
The Cayce PTA will meet of Jackson, Tennessee, spent
inaugural ball.
Monday night, November 22nd Sunday with his parents, Rev.
There are no tickets or
and a big crowd is expected, and Mrs. Britt.
invitations necessary for atas they are having open house.
Mr. and Mrs. J C. O'Neal tendance at any of the inaugural
David Hornbuck will be the were at Grande Rivera for the
events. Everyone is welcome,
speaker.
weekend.
there is no charge. It's every
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Lavine
man for himself when seeking
and SUSEU1, visited in Allamont,
a good place to watch the
Ill, three days last week and INAUGU
parade, anyone can line up to
RATION
—
their friends had open house for
shake hands with the new goverthem. That they enjoyed very
(Continued from Page One)
nor and the doors are open to
much. They also visited in - Traditionally, the
Franklin the public for the dances that
Champaign, Ill. Mr. Lavin County campaign chairman
for night.
(Jack) has been sick and we the winning gubernatorial
canWho pays for all of this?
sure are glad he was able to didate is chairman of the event.
Of course the counties enter
make the trip and enjoy it so This year there were
co-chair- their own floats and bands ir
much.
men in Franklin County for the parade and bear those exCecil Taylor, Mrs. Gennieve Wendell Ford so both
play a penses, but most of the costs
Corrinic and Mrs. Lurline Cruce major role in inaugural
plan- are paid and all the work done
attended a Christian Science ning. Chairmen of the
inaugural by the people of Frankfort. It
lecture at the community cen- Is Sam Horn, a
Frankfort happens every four years and
ter in Fulton Thursday night. druggist, and Parade Marshal
Frankfort always looks forMrs. Phil Rose of Fulton is Edward F. Goins, Jr.,
a ward to it.
visited Quretha Lowery Satur- real estate executive.
The schedule of events will
day in the p.m.
It is expected that every coun- be something like this:
Miss Mae Asbell of Fla. spent ty will have an entry in the
Thursday with Mrs. Lurline parade which will move for four
Parade—It will begin formCruce.
hours down Frankfort's Main ing at about 8.30 a.m., will
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie Sloan Street, across the Kentucky start at 10 a.m.
spent Sunday in Covington, Ten- River bridge and up Capital
Inauguration of governor-nessee visiting their grand- Avenue to the Capitol Build- After the parade ends--probabdaughter, Mr. and Mrs. Hugh ing. The parade is the first ly at 2 p.m. in front of the

./,
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S. P. MOORE is CO
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— In Operation 61 Years

Parts For All
Electric Shavers Al

Th
e Tradition of
Jr
HA
NK
sa
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up, Share
Freedom ...Our
Your Blessings..,.,01
„
lot Al/
Cherished Legacy
Freedom is a tradition in
our great nation. From the
earliest beginnings, the
courage of our Pilgrim forefathers
made it possible. The will
and faith of our people have
kept it alive. It will remain ours
with vigilance and dedication. So—
the past, the present and the
future are inextricably woven
together. Through freedom. Today
we give thanks for this precious
legacy. We remember and cherish
our tradition. We pray that
freedom will become the inalienable right of all nations.

This feature is sponsored by the followin& public-spirited firms. The nicest way to thank them is to patronize them.

Liberty Super Market
South

Fulton, Tennessee

Hlcknsan-Fulton R. E. C. C.

Greenfield Monument Works

Capitol.
Reception--In the capitol at
7.80 p.m.
Inaugural Ball--It will start
at 9 p.m. There will be ft.e
locations for the ball. Although
many will be wearing formal
attire, dress will be optional.
Those who want overnight
accommodations will have to
try Louisville and Lexington.
Frankfort is sold out. Both
cities are less than an hour
high enough river banks for
from Frankfort.
industrial boats to get in and
out."
MADRID BEND—
But change for the Bend, if
there
is any, will probably
(Continued from Page One)
be slow in coming. And in all
County sheriff, who has the re- likelihood,
that will suit Alfred
sponsibility for the isolated Stepp
and the rest of his neigharea, once approached Stepp
bors lust fine.
with the idea of deputizing
him.
"But I couldn't do it," he
said. "It's one thing to police
strangers and another thing to
police your friends, and in the
Bend we're all friends."
The future of Kentucky Bend
is questionable. "I don't know
ANDREWS
how it could be anything but a
Jewelry Company
farming community," commented Stepp. "We don't have

•

SERVICE

There was a paint demonstration party at Mrs. Stella
Jones home Friday night by
Army acting Sergeant Mark
Mrs. Helen Allen, with sevB. Moon, 20, son of Mr. and
eral ladies present and
all
Mrs. Charles M. Moon, Route
enjoying the get-together. Refreshments were served by the 3, Fulton, Kentucky, recently
completed
,the first U. S. Army
hostess and the door prize was
given to Mrs. Aline Williams. noncommissioned Officer AcaMr. and Mrs. Wade Yates demy's Drill Sergeant Course
visited with Mr. and Mrs. Hes- at Ft. Knox, Kentucky.
During the course he was
ter Bennett Sunday.
Mrs. Daisy Adams of Martin trained in drill, leadership,
spent the weekend with her physical training and effective
sister Mrs. Carlos Hibbs in military instruction methods.
The soldier's wife, Loretta,
Fulton and they visited with
Mrs. Aline Williams Monday lives on Route 1, Farmington,
Kentucky.
morning.
Mr. and Mrs. B. Rozell and
Jerry Webb had dinner Monday
Army Specialist Six Dennis
with Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wil- C. Townsend, 27, son of Daniel
liams.
Townsend, Route 3, CrutchMr. and Mrs. Claude bicNiel field, Ky., recently was asvisited Mr. and Mrs. Everett signed to the 14th Armored
Williams Saturday afternoon. Cavalry Regiment near
Bad
Mrs. Lupie Haley, Tom Las- Kissinger, Germany.
well and Mrs. Aline WIIItermr
Spec. Townsend is in Troop
visited Mrs. Eula Rogers awhile F of the Regiment's 2D SquaSunday afternoon.
dron.
News is scarce again so I'll
His wife, Mary, lives at
send another of my poems. 600 Beonita Drive, Fulton.
Our Prayer
UNION SERVICE
Bless us oh Lord, Thy word to
The annual union Thanksgivkeep,
Help us when we are sad and ing service sponsored by the
Fulton Ministerial Alliance will
weak
As we travel this world so wide, be held at the First Baptist
Help us oh Lord stay by our side. Church on Thursday, November 24 at 7:30 p.m.
Keep our minds on things above
Fill us Lord with Thy love.
Help us when friends misunderstand
It is then oh Lord we need Thy
140 Broadway, South Fulton
hand.
Phone 47-104
iad
p us Thy paths to know.
us as through life we go. --Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
Help us when we do err
Stay by our side always be near. —Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
Help us Lord to live right —Uphststering, Modern and
Stay near us both day andnight.
Antique
Stay with us to life's end
And give us a home with You .—Viking Kitchen Carpeting
then.
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"Live Better Electrically"
Hickman, Ky.

M & B Gulf Station
Tires, Batteries, Accenerksa
Kentucky Ave. at Reed
472.11044

The Citizen's Bank
Make our bank your bank
Hickman, Ky.
236.1655

E. W. James and Sons
Hickman

SUPERMARKETS
South Fulton
Union City

Fulton
Coca-Cola Bottling Co., Inc.
Kentucky Ave.

Fulton

472.1471

Fulton ElectrIc System
Fulton, Kentucky
305 Maki Street
472-1202

Cenisliments el

Fulton Bank
THI FRIENDLY SANK

Large Display
Well Lighted At Night
Open Sunday Afternoons
W. D. Powers
Futter,'

'

Greenfield
Phone 235 2203

Phone 172-1153

J. B. MANESS & SONS

Hornbill& Funaral Horne
341 Corr Street
Pirttett, Ky.
471.1411

Turner's Pure Milk Co.
at, the Ster•—er at your deer
Fulton, Ky.

4713311

Henry I. Siegel Company, big,
Fulton and South Fulton.
Good place to work

Greenfield, Tenn.
•o;" ii•:'

Henry Edwards Truddrig
MUM

cameo, Ky.

4114771
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TWO NEW FULL-TIME PATROLMEN for South Fulton were
sworn in Wednesday afternoon by City Recorder "Woody"
Linker, giving the city six full-time police officers now on the
staff. The men are (above, next to Mrs. Linker): Willie Croce,
age 28, • SFHS graduate; Safety Director Eimer Mansfield, and
Bill Willoughby, IS, a native of Paris, TO4111. who Is moving to

A BIG TIME WUZ HAD BY ALL at last Friday's
Kiwanis Fail Festival at the South Fulton gym: the
patrons had fun, the Kiwaniiins had fun and the
affair raised a whopping total for club
activities. (Above, left): this early-evening photo shows
the free-throw competition and the cake-walk ring in the
middle of the floor, and a portion of the booths
(right): After it was all over, the loft-over merchan
spaced along the far well.
dise wee auctioned off.

ASCS Selects Nominees For
County Committee Positions

South Fulton. Willoughby will finish his part-time studies in Police Science at UTM; both new appointees will attend the Tennesse', State Police Training Academy in April.

Agreement To Swap Stock
Made By Farmers Exchange

Both new appointees were hired under the President's Emergency Employment Act program, which will pay approximately
three-fourths of their salaries for the next two years.

'Wgiellietwr"" Neteer
The Fulton County slate of Cox, W. K. Cruce, Glen
*eft.
N.
nominees for ASCS Community Howell and T. R. William
The
boards of directors poration are the same as those
son.
Committee has been completed.
Community "C": Ralph W.
of First American National of First American National
There are six persons for each Adams, Leonard B.
Corporation, a bank hold- Bank. They are: Andrew BeneMaddox,
of the five communities. Elec- Harold McClellan, Forrest
•
ing company recently formed by dict, chairman of the Board;
Mction will be by mail. Ballots will Murry, W. B. Sowell
First American National Bank William F. Greenwood, viceand
be mailed November 19, 1971, Harry Sublett, Jr.
of Nashville, and Farmers Ex- chairman of the Board; Scott
and must be returned by mail
Community
change Bank, Union City, Ten- Fillebrown, president.
"D"
James
(post marked) or in person by Black, George Gray,
nessee,
have approved an
Charles
Officers of Farmers Exnot later thwi December 1, 1971.
Lattus, Richard Lynn Major,
agreement in principle under change Bank in addition
to
Instructions mailed with the Prather Mangold, and
which First American National Cavin include: B. C. Cox,chairJames
ballot will assure the voter of Sanger.
Corporation
will offer to man of the Board; William T.
his ballot being secret if inCommunity "E" Kelty Conacquire all of the outstanding Harrison, vice-president, and
structions are followed.
der, Jerry Morrow, Frank
stock of Farmers Exchange Curtis J. Slocum, cashier.
Each person voting votes for Parker, Raymond Weather
Bank in exchange of stock curSkimple
ly,
three or less. If more than three Albert Williams, Jr.,
rently valued in excess of
1.0111111
11
and Elpersons are voted for, ballot mer Williams.
$2,200,000.
will not be counted (including
Duly elected Committeemen
The agreement was announcwrite-in).
The nominee re- will be delegates to County
ed in a joint statement by Anceiving the highest number of Convention December 15,
drew Benedict, Board Chairman
1971,
votes will be Chairman; second but will not take office
and Scott Fillebrown, Presiofficialhighest will be Vice-Chairman; ly until January 1, 1972,
dent, of First American Nathird will be regular member;
POPCORN EATER: News photographer caught Zescle
(Mrs. tional Corporation, and F. G,
AT THE DERBY POST: Mrs. Vera Day, formerl
rourth will be First Alternate
Cavin, Jr., President of FarmJames) Robes at the Kiwanis Fall Festival just as she
y with the
The Veterans Administration
was re- ers
and fifth will be Second AlExchange Bank following
14o6day
Inn here is shown in front of the Derby Restaurant'Aida
fueling.
has cautioned every veteran
ternate. Write-in votes are
approval by the Boards of Diwho sells a home purchased she and her husband Max purchased on Monday from
permitted.
long-time
rectors of both institutions.
with a GI loan to gets "release owners Hugh
Slate of nominees are as
and Ann Fly. Mrs. Day said there will be no
"The agreement is subject to of
liability" before the sale is
follows:
approval by the regulatory
changes made in personnel or the cuisine served at
consummated.
the Derby,
Community "A" Edwin E.
authorities," they said. FarmLoan Guaranty officials say so that makes everybody happy.
.1111.7
Harrison, M. L. Herring, J. L.
.44.
11,Late last month, the United
ers Exchange becomes the
such a release could save the
Howell, E. R. Killebrew, Harold Nations voted, with the official
second bank to be proposed for veteran
considerable difficulty
Pewitt and Robert Thompson. support of the United States
acquisition outside the Nashand worry should the purchaser
should be directed to the Sheriff
Community "El": Harvey At- Government, to admit Mainland
ville area by First American
ever
of Fulton County or the City
default on the loan conwill, M. 0. Champion, Vanoy China to membership in the U.N.
National Corporation, which
Chief
tract.
of Police or to E. E.
Soon thereafter, a motion was
owns the outstanding stock of
Powers, director of the housA veteran should request the
passed over the objection of the
First American National Bank.
VA office that guaranteed his
ing project.
U. S., to oust Nationalist China, a
First American is Nash- home
loan for release from
charter
member
•
of
the
ville's largest and the state's
further
liability
to the governIn 1909 there were WAS
organization.
third largest bank with deposits
ment before he signs the sales
These events provoked a strong
Americans cremated, or 44 per
Of 8831,231,680.00 as of June
contract. VA may issue such&
outburst of public opinion against
cent
of total deaths, competed
30. First
American has 29 release
A $300 cash reward is being
if the loan is current
the United Nations. I have
with 3.5 per cent in 1940
offices in Nashville.
offered
to
anyone
and
the
who can
veteran's purchaser
received many letters protesting
Farmers Exchange is a full
agrees to assume all of the vet- supply information leading to
our continued membership in the
service
institution serving eran's
the arrest and conviction of the
The Tilghman Area Voca- organization.
liabiliti
es.
Other letters
Obion County and Northwest
tional School will offer a full- suggest that we
In addition, the Veterans Ad- person or persons who forcibly
should demand
Tennessee. The bank, with total
time welding course at the May- that the U. N. be removed
ministration must be satisfied entered the housing project at
from
deposit
s of $13,839,000.00 as of the
field Occupational Educati
person who buys the prop- 1100 4th Street on November
on our shores, and still others
June 30, 1971, has one branch
Center (Dunbar School)for per- suggest that we
Our pre-holiday special, $12.50
erty is a good credit risk, 12, and vandalized the inside
curtail ow
Office
in
Rives,
Tenness
and
ee
sona in the Mayfield, Fulton, financial contribu
and has sufficient income to of the unit and its contents. permanents for $10.00, $15.00
tions to the
al new contemporary office of
The
reward
Clinton, and Hickman area.
meet the payments on the GI
is being held permanents for $12.50. Mondny,
organization.
9,500 square feet now under
by the president of the Citi- Tuesday, Wednesd
Classes will begin Monday,
loan.
I believe that it would be a
ay, Novellaoonstruction in South Fulton,
zens Bank and payment will be her 22, 23, 24.
November 22, and will be held mistake to use this occasion
Unless
a
veteran
specific
ally
clan for appointas an
Itennessee.
each
week
asks VA for a "release of made to anyone who qualifies. ment TIIP TOP 'Beauty
Monday t hr u excuse to withdraw from the only
Farmers
glop
Exchange
was liability," and gets
Any
Friday from 2.30 p.m. to 9:00 organized effort to
and all information 4;9-2658.
it, he still
achieve world
founded in 1909 by W. C. Farris
p.m. The curriculum is
is responsible for satisfactory
de- peace, or to expel it from our
abd
Harris
Parks.
signed to train students to
completion of the financial obWEATHER REPORT
be- country. If we were children
. Commenting on the agre- ligation
come proficient in arc-weldin playing a
of the initial GI loan —
game, I might well
g
ement Benedict said,"Farmers should
theory and skills.
(Prom current medico aad ?plat
the new purchaser fail
suggest that we take our marble,'
Exchange Bank has outstanding
Out-of-school
how
to make the monthly payments. remits a/ .11m Hs* lirsib
youths and and go home. But we are not
7.15 starts
management and has an estabadults who are interested
The
veteran
may sell his Mika.)
in children, and the stakes are
lished reputation for excellence home
4724
enrolling in this program should much higher
to
anyone
another
—
vetthan a pocketful qf
in banking. All of us First eran, or
contact Terry Thurston at
to anyone who has Date High Low
the marbles. We are one of Use great
Preelp.
Americans are looking forward never
Education
STAR
TS FRIDAY
Center (Dunbar powers on earth, and the stakes
been in military servto participating in the growth ice. In any
School) 502 South 12th Street, are the future
NOVEMBER 1971
case, however, he
of all mankind.
and development
For
1
of
B-I-G Week
Obion
Mayfield, Kentucky or
1
should
85
ask
for
the
55
To
"releas
melt appears that we should
e of
call
00
County as a result of this liability."
247-4710.
2
77
stay on the inside of the
50
.00
agreement. Farmers Exchange
There will be no registr
If the veteran's purchaser 3
62
42
a- organization where we can
.00
Bank is an institution with which obtains
tion or tuition
his own financing to 4
fees. All books exercise some influence over its
we have historically had strong purchas
and supplies will be
e
the
veteran's home 5
ea
furnished actions. If we withdraw, we
41
.
associa
00
tion.
We look forward to Instead of assuming
at no charge.
forfeit the right to have any saythe vet- 6
58
30
building upon that foundation." eran's GI
.42r
loan and the GI loan 7
so in this regard. The United
42
26
Fillebrown said that First is thus
.04r
paid in full at settleNations has not succeeded in
56
American National Corporation ment,
under certain conditions
bringing peace to the whole
50
44
did not anticipate any personnel the veteran
.00
may then have his 10
world, but neither has any other
es 28
changes as a result of the loan
guaranty eligibility re- 11
attempt in the history of
72
acquisition. Farmers Exchange stored.
mankind. Peace is worth striving
12
78
will operate as a separate sub88
.00
"Release of liability" and
Kentucky's small game sea- for, even if we must sustain set13
sidiary under its own name. restorat
77
44
.00
ion of GI home loan
backs
from time to time, and
son bursts into full bloom on
14
F, G. Cavin, Jr., President guarant
78
y details are available
Thursday, November 18, when even if we must suffer an ocof Farmers Exchange said, "I at any
15
79
50
VA office, or from
.00
it becomes legal to hunt quail, casional humiliation We must not
arn confident that this is one veteran
79
43
s service organization 16
rabbits, rate,: grouse and when fail to make the effort, even if we
of the most significant steps represe
fail
ntative
miserably.
s.
the second phase of the squirrel
ever taken toward the expansion
I would hate for nuclear war to
hunting season opens.
of the economy of Northwest
come
and
to
have
the
survivor
s
Again this year the bag limits
Tennessee. As a result Farm- Austria Sends U.S.
are: For rabbits, six per day, say that the United States had
ers Exchange Bank will be in Skis,
Boots, Bikes
quail, 10 per day; ruffed grouse, given up in its efforts to achieve
a position to offer new services
listermn Martin Si Won City
VIENNA — One out of three
four per day, and squirrel, six peace in the world.
in addition to expanding those
per day. Each of these limits
However,the fact that I feel we
services which we presently pairs of ski boots, one out of
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
may be doubled to establish a should not pull out of the U.N. at
four pairs of skis and one
offer."
out
possession limit for which the this time does not mean that I am
NOVEMBER 19 - 20
American
First
National of five bicycles Imported by the
hunter is eligible after two or infatuated with the organization.
( orporation has announced an United States in 1970
were from
Double Feature
more days of hunting, but which We are currently carrying apagreement in
principle to Austria.
may not be in the hunter's proximately one-third of the All anyone had
acquire all of the capital stock
Starts at 7:00
to do to "get even" with
U.N 's financial burden. Since Its
South Fulton Coach In Guaranty Mortgage Compossession in the field.
The ending date for rabbits founding in 1945, we have con- Terry Beadles last Friday night was to hit the target
pagy,
the largest mortgate serBabysitter
with •
and quail is January 31,
19'72; tributed almost 4 billion dollars to baseball, thus releasing the lever that held up the "Dunking vicing firm in Tennessee, which
— AND —
for grouse, February 28, 1972 its operation, or about a third of Board",
Sal offices in Chattanooga,
which would plunge the
sitter into a tank full of cold Kingsport, Knoxvil
and for squirrel December 31, the total budget for the U.N. since
le and JackWeekend With A
it was chartered. This is far more water. Photo sequence, starting from top: Beadles
19'71.
sits on board son, and services over $275,It is required that hunters than our share,anyway you look (behind protective wire screen,
Babysitter
000,000.00 in commercial and
of course), as participants
throw rosidential mortgages.
obtain permission of the land- at it.
See us for - -.
baseball at target off to right;
(center
):
I frankly feel that we should
owner before going onto his
target is hit, catch reLast month the holding comproperty and that they have the take atoodhard look at our U.N. leases board, Beadles droos to the water;
SUNDAY - MONDAY
(lower): "Anything pany announced that it will offer Your Insurance Needs
required license. Safety rules contribution, with a view toward to help the Kiwanians
to acquire all the stock of Unionraise a few bucks", seems to
NOVEMBER 21 .22
cutting it down to size. When we
be the ex- Peoples bank in Clinton,
are made to be observed and
if
Tenpression on Terry's face as he
emerges from the tank to
they are the minimum of ac- consider the many domestic
nests...
Double Feature
resume
NEXT!
cidents will be experienced. problems we have here at home, his seat on the board and wait for another
be principle officers of
sharpshooter. Others
Starts at 7:00
Fulto
It is difficult to justify spending so contributing their
n
472-1
341
Lila American National Corservices for the dunking game
much abroad. I feel this way not
included South
Fulton Mayor, Dr. Dan Crocker
Mike Alexander--- only about
Angel Hard As
our U.N. contribution.
and Safety Director Elmer
Mansfie
but
about our whole foreign aid
ld.
(Continued from Page One)
They Come
program. It is time for usiVeAw
Hawkins
of
Hickman, the that we cannot buy friends
— AND —
on
couple makes their home in
our expenditures overseas.
ayee.
InTT"T
Bury
rr"".
Me
An Angel
eg
In summary, I feel that we
.1
Three other positions have
been granted ender lb. first should not withdraw from the
In everyone life thetr's a
$18,500 grant for emergency United Nations in a fit of rage.
Tennis was introduced to •
Yet I feel very strongly that we
CLOSED
employment. They Sr.
Ellaire!
for should re-examine
America in 1874—by a
our entire
maintenance workers in HickTUES. - WED. - THURS.
woman!
man, Fulton, and the county. concept of Federal spending
Warfor fame
.NOVEMBER 23, 34, 25
outside of our borders
*wry Len.* SIM.O.

Vets Cautioned
To Get Release
From GI Loan

I

Ed Jones
Reports

Getting even with the Coach
%eft%

New Course
For Welders
At Mayfield

$300 Reward
Offered By
Housing Unit

Iij

)

L
C ASSIFIEI

FULTON

.....

Just a person who
.°1) protects children and
other living things

Small Game Season
Opened On Thursday

SUNSET DIUTE1N

BILLY
JACK

Complete Roof
Planned Protection

TOM LAUGHLIN
DELORES TAYLOR

RICE AGENCY

_ 7c,

INEs

'
41;

LINO

1

SUMMER OF'42

1971

Miss MSU
SUPER SAVINGS
Al Evans Dreg
Th.3m11 Jo"

Dorothy Gray

Dry Skin Lotion
Reg. $3.50

Now $1.75

Reg. $2.00

Now $1.00

Alberto YO-5
Shampoo
15-";

Rev. $1.96

77c

wire
Ode'

Ramat! Brfte-Set
rum
and

Hair Spray

10 ID
P..
Tan.

Reg. 119c

59c

6c0;
;;
•••••ED
ARKirrhADI
vA

L I.TON. KENTUCKY
weemManmer

THE NEWS =

6,i -en.
Reg. 89c

McGehee Is Named
Chancellor At UTM
Dr. Larry T. McGehee,35, was named chancellor of the Univenilty
of Tennessee at Martin today in action taken by the U-T
Boartkof
Trustees at a meeting conducted on the UTM campus.
U-T President Edward J. Boling recommended that Dr.
McGee
come to the U-T Martin campus Dec. 1 and that he
assume the duties
of chancellor at the end of fall quarter Dec. 16.
In making the announcement, campus Sept. 1.
Dr. Boling said that Dr.
Dr. McGehee comes to UiNt
McGehee,a native of Paris, is the from the University
of Alab a
fourth executive officer to head where he held
the office
the UT Martin campus since it academic
vice president. He
became a part of the University served as
executive vi e
of Tennessee in 1927. He fills the
position vacated by Dr. Archie R.
Dykes who assumed the chancellorship of the U-T Knoxville

59c

2 FOR 1 SALE

Jergens Lotion

Thur.- Fri. - Sat. —3Days Only!

WwWit

141/s-aa.
Reg. $1.69

LADIES FLATS

$1.19

* Leather, ties
• Suede or smooth leather
• All colors
* All sizes, 5-10

Bayer Aspirin
10(y.

thre
which

2 PR. $9.99

Reg. 89c Large Six.

Bring a friend: share the savings!

-rime
no
why,

president, assistant to the
president,
assistant
vice
president for university relations
and director of university
relations at Alabama.
Prior to his appointment to the
Alabama staff in me, he was
acting director of the Ecumenical
Center for Continuing Education
at New Haven, Conn., and was a
graduate teaching assistant and
research assistant at Yale
Divinity School. He also served
as director of alumni affairs and
as an admissions counselor at
Transylvania University.
Dr. McGehee earned the
bachelor of arts degree at
Transylvania, the bachelor of
divinity degree at Yale Divinity
School, and the master of arts
and doctorate at Yale University.
He has written professional
articles as well as short stories
and poetry for a number of
journals and periodicals.
At present, he is 1 member
the board -Of higher education:of
the Christian Church. He ,is a
reader in the Danforth Pellow
national competition held in St.
Louis this year and has served for
the last two years on the faculty
of the American College Public
Relations Association Summer
Academy conducted at Notre
Dame University.
He has been named to Who's
Who in America, Outstanding
Young Educators of America.
Outstanding Young Men of
America, and is a fellow of the
Society for Religion in Higher
Education. He was a fellow of the
American Council on Education
Intern Program in 1968-69.
Dr. McGehee is mArried to the
former Elizabeth Boden of
Louisville, Ky. They have one
child, a daughter, Elizabeth, age

69c

I.

31ENS

EVANS DRUG CO.

leriff
•1ty
N.
us-

Loki" St

Village Fashion Shoe Store

"S WIGS

15468
tier
mired
(ONE

Southern Village Shopping Center
SOUTH FULTON

Fulton

MILE OF EAST FULTON ON EAST
STATE LINE
(JUST PAST THE COUNTRY
CLUB)

HWY.)

Featuring the

162.50
115.00
noisy.
vein*intflop

NOW
ONLY

LATEST HAIRSTYLES

Miracle Venecelon Fiber
Shages - Showgirls - Gypsey
The Fabulous Tami Wig
Also 100% Human Hairpiece
s
Falls - Cascades Wirebase
Wiglets — All Accessories

mai

-

EVERY DAY LOW PRICE149
GUALITY HAIRGOODS
LOWEST PRICES
PHONE (901) 479-1702

Promotion Denied

Ray's

Call Vs79-9082

GOLDEN BROWN

FRIED CHICKEN
Ray's Fish Sandwich 45c
A Family Restaurant

MASTERS
Sale!

COLOR CONSOLE PRICES START AP540

irmairm

new /972

CO

handcrafted

MAAC.

.23 giant-screen consoles featuring Zenith's amazing
Black-Surround Screen for a brighter; sharper picture!

The HILLIARD • C4516W
Contemporary styled lipwboy
compact console. Zenith AFC.
Automatic Tint Guard Control.
VHF/UHF Spotlite Dials. 5" x 3"
Twin-Cone Speaker.
•

Contemporary
Styling

The RIBERA • C4518
Mediterranean styled compact
console with casters. Flaring full
base and an authentic paneling
effect on sides. Zenith AFC.
Automatic Tint Guard Control.
VHF/UHF Spotlite Dials. 5" x 3"
Twin-Corte Speaker.

1

I SALE!

I

319 Eggs Your Share
WASHINGTON — Americans
ate two more pounds of chicken
per capita in 1970 than in 1989
for a record 41 pounds. Turkey
consumption fell slightly to 8.1
pounds per person. Egg consumption rose by one egg apiece
for a total of 319.

Barbecue

SIX

COLLEGE PARK, Md.
— Two University of Maryland
reitlearlaileatniflaccaiflefSallattillifilliWWWX2XictliatatIlfralatelneatilefteIWKWAt2fatelisitterltati professors have been denied
promotion for failure to "uphold community citizenship."
Chancellor Charles E. Bishop
said the instructors were not
advanced because they signed
a letter critical of the student
suspensions during last May's
disorders which brought the
National Guard to the campus.

DURAB

University Center and a 70-unit
addition to the University Courts
apartment complex for married
students.
Dr. Mays added that the bids on
the University Courts project will
be opened at 2 p.m. on Wednesday, Nov. 17, in the University
Center

VOlUef durIn9°Lir

DR. LARRY McGEHEE

Tooth Paste

Colgat•

Bids for two proposed construction projects at the
University of Tennessee at
Martin will be opened this month,
according to Dr. Jack G Mays,
UTM vice chancellor for
NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Tennessee Democratic party development.
The two projects include a
leaders will stage a workshop
in Nashville Dec. 2 to put the 28,205-square foot addition to the
party back together after the
1970 defeats in the U. S. Senate
and governor's races.
WE BUY, SELL, TRADE
The all-day session will be
both now and used Shot.
topped by a $100-a-plate dinner
Guns, Rifles, Pistols,
that night, which state Democratic party Chairman Jimmie
Peeler called "the largest
single untertaking in the history of the Democratic party in
Tennessee.
The workshop will cover the
new constitution and bylaws of
the state's party organization.
the new rules require a strict
proportionment of delegates to
next year's national convention
based on race and economic
standing.
The day will start with a
Upstairs Over Leader Store
meeting of the state Democratic Executive Committee
LAKE ST. FULTON

41 Lbs. Of Chicken,

power pocked

• Reg. $9.99 pair

88c

UTM To Open Building Bids

Dems To Hold
Workshop
On December 2

Leader SA.Goods

• Match or mix

Reg. $1.17

Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY NOVEMBER 18, 1971

Gillette Foamy

1111ir-

stay

I

,

MURRAY, Ky.;,,,
—Miss
Helen Clare Williams, a 21-yearold Murray State University
senior from Lexington,
was crowned Miss Murray State
at the annual pageant.
The five-foot, six inch blonde
is an elementary education
major and was selected from a
field of 18 semi-finalists. Her
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Martin L. Williams.
The four runners-up were Miss
Ginna Lawrence, a junior from
Calvert City, first runner-up;
Miss Nancy Gordon, a senior
from Louisville, second runnerup; Miss Lois Drake, a senior
from Madisonville, third runnerup and Miss Nancy Luther, a
junior from Mayfield, fourth
runner-up.
Miss Drake received the Miss
Congeniality award which was
decided by the contestants.
Miss Williams will represent
MSU in the Miss Kentucky
pageant next spring in Louisville.

i

'

VINYL

Change In Cards

• Deep Foam Cushions!
" Black, Brown, Avocado!

• REG. $59.99

Zenith Quality Features

Mediterranean
Styling

NEW YORK
— Going
along with the youthful desire
w to be different, many greeting
;cards now being printed contain no message at all, says Irving Cohen, head of a card
w store chain.
"Many cards now will have a
photograph of a painting by one
o' the masters or just bear a
colorful design," says Cohen.

RECTINERSDPHOLSTEDED

• Chromacolor Picture Tube
• New Glare-Ban Picture Face
• New Customized Tuning
• Titan 80 Handcrafted Chassis
• Super Video Range Tuning Syste
• Gyro-Drive UHF Channel Select()

1

SALE PRICE $54.88

1

— LAYAWAY FOR CHRISTMAS IF YOU WISH —

IR

Women Lead By 685
CANBERRA —

New

The 1971
41 Zealand census slows
that fe

WISIOSIMMISRIMMIltal

Come Visit
SANTA CLAUS
Al Our Store
Fri. Nile 7 - 9 pm

males outnumber males by 08C
—1,430,580 to 1,429,895.

Special This Week

GUN CASES
89c Ea.

iwiFilRle
SPIGROVIAR
The Mendelsohn • Model C90711A
Classical Early American Styling
in genuine Maple veneers and
select hardwood solids
exclusive of decorative front.

Insulated Rubber

I WESTERN AUTO STORE I
202- 204 Lake Street

BOOTS
$4.99 Pr.
We Make Keys

Ate", The quality goes in before the name goes on.
Over 50 Years
Service

Railroad Salvage
Felten, ay.

Lake St

LIOXIIVISIKVW111111141100e411111111191WWW1111611114111itelglielfatitglIaltentetillifikellIWW‘WitiM

iwa
i

•-••••••••••••••••••••••••*•--.1••••••••11141.......•

• 40 watt peak music power
solid-state amplifier
• FM/AM/Stereo FM Radio
• Separate jacks for Extension
Speakers and
Stereo Tape units
• Deluxe fine-fumiture
cabinetry

Experience

ROPER TELEVISION

306 MAIN ST

FULTON

4 2 3643

Over 50 Y
Service
Experience

tulton, Ky.

Thursday, Nov. 18, 1971
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Teivis Analysis

ilon't Count Nunn
Put Of Cabinet
—It
.wtay have been a false alarm port without at the same time
this time, but don't count Gov. closing the door to other cabiLouie B. Nunn out of a possible net possibilities.
Cabinet appointment in Wash- He said flatly it is untrue that
thgton during the next few he has been asked to replace
Hardin.
aponths.
But don't count him out "1 have not been asked to
III the U.S. Senate race in 1972, take that appointment," he told
the Associated Press. "Any anether.
n ounc e me nt about any
'The lit est premature, far- appointment should and would
fetched or erroneous report had come from the President."
Minn being asked to replace Deciphering the language of
Secretary of Agriculture Clif- those comments, a political obffrd Hardin.
server might conclude:
.;Informed sources at Washing- —Republican
kingpins
in
tan did confirm that Hardin is Washington probably are talkapected to leave his post soon, ng about a possible Nunn
blit the White House said noth- appointment and this talk has
Bag. However, administration meached news media, but they
officials were dubious that are not talking to Nunn yet.
Munn would succeed Hardin.
Hence the governor's remark
Arriving back in Kentucky that he has not been asked,
Wednesday night from the while accurate, may not be the
Seuthern Governors' Confer- entire story.
ence at A t 1 ant a, Nunn
—The governor is open to any
aqueiched the agriculture re- offers that strike his fancy, but
I

1

1

Is not going to presume on his the feeling that the national refriendship with President Nixon publicans believe him to be
by advertising his availability blessed with perceptive politiso crudely.
cal judgement—as witness his
The most conveted post, successful management of sevseemingly, would be that of eral senatorial campaigns plus
Atty. Gen. lolui Mitchell, who his own leap to the governorreportedly will leave early next ship in 1967.
year to manage Nixon's camBut what about last Nov. 2
paign for a second term.
when the Democrats swept
Nunn has other options. He back to power in Frankfort?
appears to have closed the one
The assumption among some
for a judicial appointment, in- GOP politicians in Washington
dicating he no longer is inter- is that the Kentucky Democrats
ested.
had better organization, greater
That leaves him free to join numbers and a Gubernatorial
an old-line Lexington law firm candidate who was not vulner0Men he departs from Frank- able to conservative c rit
fort Dec. 7 and also to ponder cism—none of these purporte
d
the Senate race next year.
assets the fault of Nunn.
One fairly persistent report
The governor has said in a
trom Washington, though worth post-election interview he does
no more than most others, has not regard the results
as a rethe President prevailing on pudiation of his administration.
Nunn to keep Kentucky's SenWhat it all apparently adds
ate seats in the GOP column, up to is that Nunn remains
in
as they have been for the past good standing with
the Nixon
15 years.
administration and if the right
The presumption is that Nunn thing colones along for him,
thus can help deliver Kentucky may forego a Senate race and
to Nixon next November.
pack his bags for the nation's
That situation boils down to capitol.
whether the national GOP believes Nunn in Washington is Bread 6,000
worth more than the 10 elec- Years Ago
toral votes he may produce in
GENEVA — Swiss lake dwellers 6,000 to 7,000 years ago
Kentucky.
Nunn's friends can't shake turned out c rude unleavened
flat bread.

1

VT

UTM Teachers Are Honored
right faculty members at the
Uhiversity of Tennessee at
Martin have been named
recipients of Outstanding
Teacher Awards. The awards.
sponsored
by
the
DTM
Development Committee, are
designed to promote and
recognize academic excellence.
Faculty members selected for
the awards include Bill Austin,
Ernest W. Blythe Jr., John L.
Fletcher. Walter D. Haden,
David W. Hinton. Edmundo P.
Rabaina. J. Stanley Sieber and

Next year's corn crop is expected to be over five billion
bushels, up from the previous
year's four billion.

COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL
Ice Machines Air Conditioning and heating
Low and Medium temperature refrigeration
Service Contracts and Quarterly Inspection available.
PiANIIID SERVICE

Large or Small Equipment. We have
the capability to repair or replace as
needed.

"Ifirin"

(Service Depart.)

Rick Berlage, Service Mgr.

10
."
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.41

ti NSH

LAKE STREET

FULTON, ICY.

REN HAW

TYPEWRITER

SMITH-CORONA PORTABLE
FULL SIZE 88 CHARACTER KEYBOARD
FULL LENGTH TABULATOR, KEYSITE,&
CLEARS

$111.50

RENSHAW'S

I1

300 bIE$T STATE UNE
FULTON KENTUCKY

I I

1l

BENRUS
• Fine-Precision
17 Jewel Movements
• Electronically Tined
for 99.99% Accuracy
• Unbreakable Mainspring
• Shock Resistant ... Anti Magnetic.

f

up

to357

4-DAYS
WED.-THUR
- FRI.JSA17"r

1

I_ I

NATIONAL

11905

COMW

CHECK THESE
RIDICULOUS
I
PRICES

FULTON DISCOUNT

SUPER

AVINGS,•
for limited time.
v,
"!
N.V15N
"AifYieS''

AL.Are

"ONLYOSHOPPING DAYS TILL CHRISTMAS---USE OUR NO
COST CONVENIENT LAY-A WAY"

an.1

JASON EMPIRE

525 FT, VIEW OF 1,000 YDS.

FEDERAL

BINOCULARS

FULLY AUTOMATIC

$18"

COMPARE AT 29.50

FEDERAL

NO. 240/LN

NORTHERN

WONDERFUL
GIFT

oz3

BLANKET
WOW! 13.47

YOUR

GOLD, BLUE, GREEN

ZBT BABY

9 OZ SIZE
FOR BABIES OR ADULTS
CRENSHAW
CRENSHAW
EVE RYS
EVERYDAY
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
83c
69
'LOW PRICE 59c

4$20.95

4
::11
s
,
'MN

RESPOND

HAIR SPRAY

WITH REFILLABLE
PURSE SIZE FREE
SPECIAL PROTEIN
FORMULA 12.50z.
CRENSHAW
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE $1.08

800 WATT

STOCK

$587

TOOI

"WILD BERRY"
CRENSHAW
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 79c

79c

COLGATE
INSTANT

RAPID SHAVE

39c

SOAP
CRENSHAW
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
4/27c

40
1

.
.
400
e

4
JOHNSONS

4

SUPER
SPECIAL

2D

WHILE THEY LAST

COLGATE

FOR THE SKIN YOU
LOVE TO TOUCH

44c

REG.
69c

CRENSHAW
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE 54c

WOODBURY
MILD BEAUTY

GOT A HEADACHE?
JUST WHAT YOU NEED FOR
IT.
CRENSHAW
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

TOOTH
BRUSHES

Wawa •••••••••

FOR COLDS OR SORE THROA
T

73.

250 CT.

COLGATE

1
1NE.

THROAT
LOZENGERS

COUGH SYRUP

Baby
Powder
111
4.

ASPIRIN

-rig BLADE
4411wier ..

33c

ELECTRIC
NEATER

STYLES IN

LISTERINE

NORWICH

WHILE THEY LAST

H W

AT

PERTUSSIN
8 HOUR

43c

WILKINSON

5 BLADES

SIZES AND

9447

COMPARE

YOU CAN'T LOAD YOUR OWN AT
THIS PRICE.

WITH OLIVE OIL
9 OZ. SIZE

CHROMIUM EDGE
THERE IS NO FINER BLADE
CRENSHAW EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE

NGS

$1 97
BOX

LOTION BABY POWDER

RAZOR BLADES

LOTS
F OTHER

"CRENSHAW'S LITTLE HELPERS ARE AS FRIENDLY AS SANT
A'S ELVES"

MENNEN
BABY MAGIC

/OE

,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,

THERMOSTAT CONTROLLED
SAFETY TIP OVER SWITCH
FOLD DOWN CARRYING
HANDLE
JUST RIGHT FOR THESE
COLD MORNI

CHOICE

WHILE THEY LAST!

ELECTRIC
NEATER

SUPERIOR SUN BOWL

12 GA.- —16 GA.— 20 GA
ALL FIELD LOADS

DOUBLE BED SIZE

SINGLE CONTROL

•I

SHELLS

ELECTRIC

ITEM

BHY

CONTEMPORARY STYLED

WIDE ANGLE WITH
CARRYING CASE,SHOULDE H
STRAP AND LENS COVER.
CENTER FOCUS

•

Open
Mon.- Thurs.
8-6
Fri.-Sat. 8-8

ARVIN

7 X 35

LII
CIC

Bay Family Shoe Store

119 MORRIS STREET,
SOUTH FULTON, TENN.
OFFICE PHONE (901) 479-2311 (Nights, Call
(90)) 469.5608

CRENSHAW

EC

.
``•
....
go"CIO"
611 crs

lai
CIC

many fine Dr. Scholl
SCHO-PEDS we stock!

DOES IT AGAIN!
sa•••••

3ro
ace

Just one of the

Stanley Jones Mechanical Contractors

II

STERLING

Scho-Peds'

Helen Bruce winsor.
The program helps provide
funds for additional graduate
work, encourages participation
in significant short courses and
and conferences and endeavors
to bring outstanding professional
people to the campus for
speeches and seminars

w66citu
c
FOR 19

Or

5C

, ColgaterAFP

TOOTH
PASTE
BAR

FAMILY SIZE 6.75 OZ.
CRENSHAW
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
79c

53c

WOODBURY
EXTRA RICH

KLEAR
FLOOR WAX

SHAMPOO

Lay-Away EC
aftPa Now For
11C
636
Christmas
816
65
6
AI.L.TI LINUT
EN HAW (WE NESEITIE TNE NJONT
NTITIEST.-1110
_EALENS PLEASE) CR
.
ENSHAW CR
AW C
REG. OR MINT

CRENSHAW
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
86c

( Olgate
INSIAN1

27 OZ. SIZE
NEVER YELLOWS
CRENSHAW
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
17

'

•••••• ••••

HIGH LATHER 160Z
FORMULA
CRENSHAW
ONLY
EVERYDAY
LOW PRICE
83c
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Select from over 50 magnificent...

SAVE

MCIencriorakw.

UP TO

$1

:

Tota Automatic Color TV
. . . TAC, the complete electronic system that lets you
kick the bothersome TV tuning habit by automatically
keeping flesh tones natural and pictures sharp. No
more jumping up to adjust controls . . . no more green
or purple faces. And—the Magna-Power Chassis
uses predominantly solid-state components for
improved performance and greater reliability.

SAVE $21
NOW $278
12" diagonal measure pictures—brought to you instantly and automatically with the wonderful convenience of TAC. Slim and trim portable model 6114
also has Quick-On, removable sun shield, plus telescoping dipole antenna and convenient carrying handle.
Shown on optional cart, it's also perfect anywhere!

SAVE $51
NOW $418

SAVE $101-gli
NOW s548

Matching pedestal base $30—both for $448
19" diagonal measure pictures . . plus
innovative styling—all yours to enjoy with
today's most beautiful table model! Model
6284, in exquisitely detailed Early American
design, also has a Matrix picture tube for
clearer, brighter, sharper pictures. Mediterranean and Contemporary styles also.

S

AVE s2 on FM /AM portable
radio, model 1221. Only 4%" high,it offers
big room -filling sound. Telescoping FM
antenna, no-drift FM /AFC, slide rule dial
and Vernier tuning. Earphone and batteries included. A great gift!

Huge 25" diagonal measure screen—the
largest available today. Magnificient to see—on
or off—model 7156, in Mediterranean styling,
has the new Matrix picture tube with a black
substance isolating each color dot—resulting in
clearer, sharper, brighter pictures. Also in two
Early American styles, plus Danish Modern,
Contemporary, French and Italian Provincial.

SAVE $5

on FM /AM radio model
1720 with no-dr ift FM /AFC, automatic
volume control, easy-to-read slide rule
dial with Vernier tuning, built-in FM and
AM antennas, Perfect anywhere in your
home. A wonderful gift, too.

NOW S1295

1
44 NOW S2295

SAVE $5

on FM /AM digital
clock radio model 1736 with illuminated
radio dial and flip-type clock, switchable
FM /AFC, wake-to-music and wake-toalarm controls, slumber switch, plus AM
and PM alarm. A perfect gift!
NOW $4995

SAVE s110

on AC/DC cassette
recorder model 9023 with switchable auto
level control, level meter, battery indicator,
cassette eject and record button. Batteries,
mike, earphone, carrying cases and blank
cassette are also included.
NOW $5995

SAVE s9"

on slim-and trim
portable TV model 5036 with ultra-rectangular 19" diagonal measure pictures,
telescoping dipole antenna and convenient carrying handle. Perfect anywhere—
in any room in your home.
Complete with
mobile cart Now $13995

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By -Pass Fulton, Kentucky

MP.

0/..•••••••••
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money-saving entertainment VALUES

BUY
NOW
-

••t`.":1.••-•-

Magnavox Stereo any way you want it!
SAVE $50

NOW $299%
Compact Stereo FM /AM RadioPhono System—model 9294, brings
you superb Magnavox sound reproduction plus great versatility. 50-Watts
EIA music power, two High-Compliance 8" and two 31,4" speakers in an
Air-Suspension System, plus deluxe
Micromatic player with Cue Control
and Stylus Pressure Adjustment. Jacks
for Titionals (tape, headphone).

SAVE $31
NOW s198

SAVE‘ 901.
NOW $398

Space-eying solid-stiosO/trqp
FM /AM Radio-PhOno—tdeerfor
smaller rooms or apartments. Small
only in size (36" long) Early American
model 3322 will delight you with its
big sound and tonal quality. 10-Watts
EIA music power, four high fidelity
speakers, plus Automatic Mark I record player. There's even record storage. Also in Mediterranean and
Contemporary styling. Available less
Stereo FM /AM Radio . . .

Astro-Sonic Stereo FM /AM RadioPhono —in beautiful Spanish styling.
Model 3763 will bring you the full beauty of
music—with 50-Watts EIA music power,
two High-Compliance 10" Bass Woofers
and two 1,000 Hz. Exponential Horns that
project sound from both sides and front of
the cabinet, plus Micromatic player. Also
in Contemporary, Early American and
French Provincial. Your choice.

SAVE $31-NOW 948

STEREO OFFER!
12" LP ALBUM
LIMITED EDITION
8-TRACK CARTRIDGE
OR CASSETTE

SAV
E
mode!

$3 on stereo
headphones,
9163. Enjoy full dimensional listening in total privacy. Modestly-priced, it is
just one of several Magnavox styles that
lets you get away from it all I Softlypadded earpieces for your comfort.

NOW

$995

SAVE s5 on
phono

portable stereo
model 2515, with precision automatic player, two detachable speakers,
stereo balance and tone controls. Ruggedly-built, it will go anywhere for great
listening enjoyment See it I

NOW $7495

$100

$25°

10 GRAMMY AWARD WINNING SELECTIONS

10
TOP ARTISTS

Raindrops Keep Falling On My Head
Shadow Of Your Smile
Up, Up And Away
For The Good Times
Michelle
Bridge Over Troubled Water
Rose Garden
Romeo And Juliet
MacArthur Park
Mrs. Robinson

Percy Faith
Tony Bennett
Charlie Byrd
Lynn Anderson
Bobby Vinton
Ray Conniff
Johnny Mathis
Peter Nero
Jerry Vale
Andre Kostelanetz

Produced exclusively for Magnavox by Columbia Special
Products. No commercials . .. not just for demonstration—just
great listening. Nothing else to do or buy . .. come in!

WADE TELEVISION
45-51 By -Puss Fulton, Kentucky

SAVE
s15
cartridge

on Stereo 8-track
tape recorder component model
8870 with level and record controls plus
level meters for each channel, cartridge
eject, slide controls, jacks for optionals
(mikes, headphone). A real value.

N OW S14495

Fulton, Ky.
Friday. Nov. 19, 1971
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POWs Tied
To Pullout

tti!

A representative of the
Veterans of Foreign Wars of the
United States told Union City
VFW members Thursday night
that the national organization ia
against a total pullout of U.S.
forces in Vietnam until all
American prisoners of war are
freed
The speaker was Claude Davis
of Trenton, former state VFW
commander and now a member
of the National VFW Council.
Mr. Davis and other VFW
leaders were in Union City to help
the local organization hold its
traditional Veterans Day observance and membership rally.
"The Veterans of Foreign Wars
is urging this country to stand
fast regarding American servicemen still in enemy hands,"
said Mr. Davis. "If we pull out of
Vietnam without obtaining
freedom for those prisoners of
war, the enemy could easily use
these prisoners to gain concessions in other areas."
Special guests at the meeting
were Union City Safety Director
Roger Fowler, Safety Patrol Sgt.
Billy Steward and Messenger
City Editor Bill King. Each was
presented a certificate for
"meritorious and distinguished
service in furthering the aims
and ideals of the Veterans of
Foreign Wars of the United
States."
Others on the program were
Tom Buckley of Dyer, West
Tennessee membership chairman, and Bob Reynolds of
Bradford, West Tennessee
chairman of Youth Activities.
Mr. Reynolds also is 9th District
junior vice commander and
commander of the Trenton post.
Jimmy Lane, quartermaster of
the Union City post, served as
master of ceremonies. Commander of the local post is Tom
Lancaster.

//7
NOV. 18 AND 19
6 pm to 9 pm
SANTA has a FREE GIFT for all the kiddies

10% DdISNUNT
on your TOY* PURCHASE
on any order of $25 or more from

Sears 1971 Christmas Book
during the 2 days Santa is in town.
toys from our Depts. 49 one 79 ...cent

the •

reels o. nooes 4, 5. 4

7

9 Q.

GET THOSE CHRISTMAS TOYS NOW! The more you buy
during this time, the MORE YOU SAVE!

SHOP IN PERSON OR BY PHONE
dial 479-1420
Sears Has a Credit Plan to Suit Your Needs.

35-Year Skipper
Never Been To Sea
SYDNEY
— Capt. Keith
Ridgway has voyaged 700,000
miles without going to sea.
He has just retired after 35
years with the company that
operates ferries within Sydney
Harbor to the suburb or Manly. He started as a deckhand,
became master of a ferryboat
and more recently skipper of
ferry.

Sears Sears Catalog Sales Office
".."--- Broadway, South Fulton, Tenn. ydrofoil
:h

FALL CLEARANCE SALE
CASH & CARRY

Odd lot Panel $169 SHEET
Spice Lauan
$269 SHEET
Banana Lauan $274 SHEET
$319 SHEET
VINYL OAK
Snow White Panel $429 SHEET
CEILING TILE [PARTICLE BOARD
FIRST QUALITY
UNDERLAYMENT
10c SQ. FOOT
$2.69 SHEET
ODD LOT
ODD
PRI
CE
WINDOW UNITS
DOORS

1/2

ALL PANELS
REDUCED
$175 UP

BUILDER'S SUPPLY, INC.

501 WALNUT MEET

4

4

44
FUL IN, v.,

a

e

•4

IVRSCIIS®
BIGGER, BETTER VALUES:

LADIES KNIT
t TOPS AND SLACKS
Mix and Match! — 100% Textured Polyester

Christmas
Clubs.

$500EACH

Remember last year . . how you worried
about Christmas expenses and promised it
wouldn't happen again. Well, now it's
Christmas and it's happened again! So, talk
to the folks at City National Bank about a
Christmas Club account before next year
happens. A little saved each week will help
make Christmas '72 a much happier occasion.
Open your Christmas Club account today.
We're the bank you can talk to.

TOOL CHEST

Mens'
DRESS DENIM JEANS
Sizes 29 to 36

Deposit
each week
for 50 weeks

—$4.99 Values

Your >
Choice
of
Plans

$399

Left to ,,ght: Bonnie Jeffress, Alice Murray,Secretary
.

1/2PRICE
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We're not the only bank in town ...
but we're the bank you can talk to.

City171

National Bank
FULTON, KENTUCKY

Member

4•••••••••••••••./e444/4.44
44441/•••••••••••••444.
.
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LADIES AND CHILDRENS' WEAR
ONE RACK

$ .50
$1.00
$2.00
$3.00
$5.00
$10.00

Full

Federal Reserve System • Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
•TV Drive-Up for your conveni
ence

Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, Nov. 18, 1971

ILIASSIFIED IDS
So MUM . .
tor so LITTLE...
ipeeee*****
Only 51 per word
to reach
6,500 Homes 1
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Miss Adams Is
Honor Guest
At Bridal Tea

Shower Fetes
Toni Howell

with pink rosettes
('ash aids to families with 4The hostesses presented the pendent children have risen
honoree with an electric clock most 40 per cent in the pal
and a steam iron
year.

Miss Toni Howell, whose
wedding to Johnny McGuire of
South Fulton will be solemnized
November 26, was honored
recently with a bridal shower at
the Bishop Street Church of
Christ. Hostesses for the event
were Mrs. Howard Gray, Mrs.
Bobby Graham, Mrs Sam
Weeks, Mrs. Guy Hugh Gray,
Mrs. D.C. McElroy, Mrs. Wayne
Speed, Mrs. Orval Tarver, Mrs
Darcy Kemp, Mrs. Charlie Gray
and Mrs. Lowell Lynn
The honoree was presented
with a corsage of pink and white
carnations which she pinned at
the shoulder of her pretty pink
and white knit dress
Mrs. Jerry A. Howell, mother
of the bride-elect, wore a dark
green knit dress with black accessories. Mrs. R.E. McGuire of
South Fulton, mother of the
future bridegroom, chose a
design of grey and beige knit with
brown accessories.
A white lace cloth covered the
gift table which was centered
with a miniature bride set on a
pedestal of greenery. The centerpiece for the serving table was
a bouquet of pink roses interspersed with greenery
Some 50 guests were served
lime punch, mixed, salted nuts
and white cake squares topped

Household - Antiques - Miscellaneous

FULTON, Ky.,
—Miss
Alice Adams, bride-elect of Dan
Voegeli of Fulton, was complimented at a bridal tea Saturday
afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Fred Brady, Second Street. Cohostesses were Mrs. Ernest
Cardwell and Mrs. J. C. Sugg.
Mrs. Brady greeted the guests
GLIPN—Puttlime. ExiceBent
at the door and in the receiving
salary end fringe benefits. For
line with the honoree were her
further information, contact
mother, Mrs. Charles Adams,
William 'Little. administrator,
Clinton-Hickman County Hos- and the mother of the groompital and Extended Care Facili- elect, Mrs. V. J. Voegeli.
Miss Adams chose from her
ty, Clinton, Kentacky.,
trousseau a blue knit dress with
AVON CHRISTMAS selling a yellow chrysanthemum corstarts wan. Enjoy extm income sage, a gift from the hostesses.
for 'school, expenses and gifts. She was presented a set of three
TELETHON YE LeANs — The Little Bits,
Openings now evadable kon- carved wooden trivets.
in south McCracken County, are (from
local "country music" group, will be making
left)
tact Margaret Taylor, Box 1022,
The dining table was overlaid
Stan, 18; Kenny, 16, Mendy, II, Curtis, 17.
their sixth consecutive appearance on the
Paducah, Ky. 42001; Ovine
and Mickey, 15. The group was
898- with a Madeira cut-work cloth Telethon
organized
of Stars this weekend over WPSD2706.
and featured silver and crystal
seven years ago as a trio, and has since
etc
TV. The Little Bits, children of Mr. and
Mrs.
appointments. The centerpiece
panded into a quintet.
Tooney Weitlauf of the St. John's communit
WE BUY, SRI trade used
y
was an arrangement of varipaperback books. Allen's Potroses.
tery, Martin Highway, South colored
Mrs. Jacque Voegeli of Nashnieces of the bride. They wore
FuRcai.
ville and Mrs. Mike Taylor of
dresses identical to that of the
Hickman
served
the guests.
maid of honor, in shades of
estrrr Wheelchair& erutches
Miss Ellen Adams, sister of
green. They carried nosegays
and otter folivaleseeett aids .at
the
bride-elec
t,
presided
at the
of daisies, greenery and ribbons.
CITY $UPeR DRUG Re take
guest register.
Mary Beth and Lea Ann Best,
St.
FultOn, ICY
Mrs. Louie Bard and Mrs.
FULTON, Ky..
—Miss deep cuff fastened with tiny daughters of the Rev. and Mrs.
Milton
Calliham
also
Sheryl
assisted
Lynn
Reed,
daughter of covered buttons of satin and James W. Best, served as flowTEXAS 011., COMPANY needs
Mrs. Om Reed and the late Eu- self trim in the back. The full er girls and were dressed in
good man over 40 for short trips in the serving.
Approx
imatel
y
70
gene
guests
Reed,
became
the
surrounding Fulton. Contact
bride of net overskirt was edged with floor-length white knit dresses
customers. We train. Air mail called between the hours of 2:30 Scotty Davis Bell, son of Mr. deep lace in rose medallions.
patterned after that of the bride.
Thur.. Fri.. Sat., Sun.,
and Mrs. Joe Bell of Martin, Her bridal headpiece
A. S. Dickerson. Pres., South- and 4:30 p.m.
was tiny They carried white bask et s
Nov. 1 8-1 9-20-21
western Petroleum Corp., Ft.,
Tenn., in an October wedding rosettes each
from
which
they
scattered white
centered with
Worth, Texas.
solemnized at First Baptist pearl
India's Apples Due
ADULTS ONLY
and sequin trim, forming petals.
Church in Fulton.
Serving as best man was Dana double crown from which a
To Missionaries
Under IA Not AdmItted
The Rev. James W. Best, pas- bouffant tiered
WANTED Housekeeper to
NEW DELHI—Some 40 years
French illusion ny Bell of Martin, brother of
clean house once a week. Call ago U. S. missionaries intro- tor of the church, officiated at veil cascaded. Her only jewelry the groom. Freddie Connell of
the double-ring ceremony.
472-2595 or see Albert Cothaim duced improved varieties
was a diamond pendant, a gift Ridgely, Tenn., was the groomsof apTHE PLEASURE
Mrs. J. U. McKendree, organ- of the groom.
man and ushers were Roger
at 216 Carr St.
ples in the hills of Northern
ist, presented a program of nup- Her bouquet
GAME
was a cascade of Vancleave and Allen Gardner of
India. The plantings generally
tial music. Miss Debbie Morrow yellow roses
BULLDOZER
thrived. Indian apple production
with white pompons Martin.
SCRAPER OPERATOR
Mrs. Reed chose for her
has increased sharply in recent of Hickman, college roommate nestled in tulle, lace and ribbon.
TRAINEES NEEDED
— — PLUS
Miss Clea Reed, sister of the daughter's wedding a gold, douyears, reaching 250,000 metric of the bride, was vocalist.
The
bride,
given in marriage bride, served as maid of
ble-knit with brown accessories,
Experience helpful but not tons in 1969, compared with
honor
by
her
uncle,
Edward
and wore an orchid at the shoul- uolVan Johnson and Ray Milland
0. Clark and wore a floor-length frock
necessary. We will train. Aver- only 50,000 tons in 1961.
of
of Martin, wore an original yellow with Empire
der.
age earnings exceed $300.00
waistline
gown of candle white pure satin accented with folds of
weekly. For immediate AppliFollowing the ceremony. Mrs.
material
2.596 FROM HONG KONG
cation write Safety Engineer,
with overdress of net. The bod- and ribbon, which fell
into a Reed entertained with a recepHONG KONG — Hong Kong
Empire Express, Inc., Heavy
ice featured an Empire waist- bow extending to the hemline. tion in fellowship hall.
Equipment Division, 236 Kraft claims to produce 25 per cent of line with floor-length gathered Bridesmai
After a trip to the Smoky
ds were Miss GlynWinter Schedule
Street, Clarksville, Tennessee the total manufactured exports skirt and stand-up collar.
The da Jo Wade of Fort Wort h, Mountains, the couple resides in
countries.
developin
the
all
of
g
CLOSED Mon.• Tug, - Wed.)
37040, or ciall Area Code 615long, full sleeves ended in a Texas, and Miss Karen
Martin.
Bell,
645-6106.

Sheryl Reed Marries
Scotty Davis Bell

or maws

PUBLIC SALE
MRS DOLL BRUCE Estate —94 Hwy. Lymville, Ky.
(WATCH FOR LARGE AUCTION SIGN)

SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 20, 1971

Frigidaire Refrigerator, 19' Barrow, Single door
Dish C4.;4
White King chest freezer, inet, Maytag washer,
Doubt*
Freezer Full of Frozen Food tubs on stand, Singer
Sewing,:
(1971), Can fruit (all good). Machine,
Electrolux Vacuum(
Double door Dish Cabinet, cleaner, Radio
- Rugs, L•mp1g
Kitchen Cabinet, Cookware • Fans,
2 No. 2 wash tut*
and Dishes (old), Chrome (good),
Rockers - Straight
Dinette Suite with 4 chairs, Chairs,
Quilts - Linens, 2-RC.
Antique wash stand with pink Living
Room Suite, Oak k
marble top & back, Antique drawer
Chifferobe, 21" Phil*
dresser — Oak Square table, Console
TV, Nice Wood Bed;
Double Door Chifferobe, NatiLawn Furniture — Swing,
pahyde Platform rocker, Floor
Horse Collars - Hand Tools',
lamp — flat irons, Iron bed
Potted Flowers of all kindR,
stead (100 years old), Walker,
Shed full of miscellaneous and
Iron Kettle & rack ,Wheeil
collectibles.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
CONTACT

Mr. James Bruce, Administrator

Lynnville,

Ky
COL. C. W. BURROW, Broker and
Sales Manager,
201 Commercial Ave., Fulton,
Ky., Phone 472-1371.
Col. Rubent Ainley.

Dukedom, Tenn, Lic. No. 6 Pho. Auctioneer
8224593 or 472-1371

PUBLIC AUCTION
TRIPLE A AUCTION SALES
AND TRADING POST
DUKEDOM, TENN.
Welcomes you to an auction sale

Every Friday Rite At 7:00 P.M.
Here we have consignments accepted
and sold with pride.
Licensed and bonded auctioneers:
COL RUBERT A1NLEY, License No. 6
COL. THOMAS ALLFORD License No. 92
PHONES 469-5857 or 469-5876
For your convenience, we buy-sell-trade

Costs Close
Hospitals
Rising coots and consolidation
are cited as reasons for the
closing of 22 hospitals in the
Midsouth in the past five years,
according to a report from the
Memphis Regional Medical
Program.
A spokesman for the program
said many closings are part of
a positive trend toward consolidation and more effective services, though he said rising
costs have forced the closing
of some institutions.
The 112 hospitals remaining
in the 75-county area are
analyzed in the program's
"Mid -South Hospital Inventory." The territory covered
includes parts of Arkansas,
Misslasippi, Missouri, Kentucky
and Tennessee.
The Memphis medical center
dominates the region and many
outlying areas offer a low level
of services and face critical
manpower shorages, the report
states.
Rising in importance, the report says, are subregional medical centers in Jackson and Union City, Tenn., Jonesboro and
Paragould, Ark., Tupelo and
Oxford, Miss., Murray, Ky.
and Sikeston and Kennett, Mo.
In a summary, the report
states the average area hospital has 132 beds, compared to
115 five years ago. This is well
below the national average of
321 beds.
The average daily per patient
operating expense in the area
is $50, compared to 670 nationally.
Only 73 of the 112 area hospitals belong to the American
Hospital Association, the report
says, and only about half of
these have been accredited by
the Joint Commission on Hospital Accreditation.

•
Deep Sculptured
Long Wearing
Nylon

$5.00 Sq. Yd.

Commercial Grade
Indoor - Outdoor
Carpet

ban WIlli Nam Tins

•

Gorgeous,
[
'
Easy To Clean
Shag

....4,40 .•-•01

Tins Tam

$6.00Sq.Yd.

I Whels Winced(

Instau.d

•
•
MERLE ALIGNED/

City Tire Co.
ses W.State Line
O. Mire .. re 4704741

a

10,000 SQUARE YARDS
ALL FIRST QUALITY

MOO Sq.Yd.

,

WANTED!

Have you been waiting for a real carpet sale with
honest-to-goodness savings? Save from 25 to 50%
and even more on the year's most wanted carpet
styles.

/•
CARPET
REMNANTS
1/2 PRICE

All Sale Priced ...Installed by Factory Trained Mechanics
cell and 15 foot widths. "Installed over heavy 60 ounce pure
sponge rubber padding."
PHONE: 0115-2732
ONION CITY
Can MP 1185-2732

Vain CUT
"TRADE WITH WADE AND SATE"

BUY NOW ON TERMS TO FIT YOUR BU
DGET!

k
1

MS
HA
KED
SMO
MS
HA
KED
SMO
S
SWIFT TURKEYS SWIFT TURKEY LB 590 L..6* 55c
0
99
LB.
33c
450
59c "-22) 55c (10-16)
U.S.GOV. INSPECTED BUTTERBALL

i ii

1 B.

LIGHT & DARK

SWIFT BUTTERBALL BELTSVILLE

Lb.69c

(5-9)

TURKEYS

LIGHT & DARK

TURKEY

TURKEY ROLL;

Lb. $1.19

BREAST

S.

U.S.CHOICE T BONE

STEAK

LB.

OYSTERS

Lb.$2.29

U. S. CHOICE

HALF

U. S. CHOICE

SWISS STEAK

STEAK

Si.09STEAK
$1.00

5 For
HAMBURGERS
BAR - B - CUE CHICKENS
BAR - B - CUE PORK

Lb. 69c
Lb. $1.49

BAR - B - CUE SANDWICHES 5 For $1.00

BREAST
LEGS & THIGHS

Lb. 69cLEGS
BACKS
Lb. 39c

GIZZARDS

Lb. 49c

THIGHS

WINGS

Lb, 25c

NECKS
.."-

MILLER'S

U.S. GOV. INSPECTED

COUNTRY ItS

FRYERS

WHOLE
B.

1
1
1
1

WITH THIS COUPON

STOKELY'S HART SWEET

PEAS

17 oz.

FLAKE COCONUT _

APPLE RINGS

$

PHILADELPHIA CREAM

CHEESE

$1.00

Pkg. __ _ 49c

PILLSBURY COOKIES

5

$1.00

5 Lbs.

STICK OLEO

SNO FRESH FROZEN

COCONUT

PKGS. 1

10 1/2 oz.
BAG

CHIPS

CHILI with BEANS

3 For _ _ _ $1.00

WHITE SYRUP

Quart

59c

4-oz. Can 4 For _ _ $1.00

CHERRIES

PRUNE JUICE

$1.00

5 For

SALAD DRESSING

22-oz. Can __ _ 59c

3

Quart

2 Lb. Box _ _ 69c

CHEESE SPREAD

HYDE PARK

BREAD
at,t

SOUR PICKLES

ROLLS

16 oz.
PKG. al"

25C
3For

ROYAL GELATIN

Lb. 1k

32 oz.
BOTTLE

BOXES

49c

59c

SWEET PICKLES

Lb.29c

SHORTENING

3 Lb. Can

RED POTATOES

4 For

$1.00

8k

CHUM SALMON
RUSSETT BURBANK IDAHO

$4.99

A.6 bS0

BUNCH

PARSLEY

1k
490

HARVEST GOLD 16-oz, BAG

10 Lbs. _ _ _ 59c

2 1/2 Lb. Box _

4%ik

SPUN GOLD 14-oz. PKG.

19c

KY. KERNEL SHELLED

69c

PETER PAN 16-oz. CAN

MIXED NUTS

U. S. NO. 1 RED

65o

STOKELY'S 22-oz. JJAR

BRAZIL NUTS

RA

29c

8 For ____ $IM

TOMATO SAUCE

G
A.
LB
B

24th, 1971
THIS AD GOOD THIJRS, NOV. 18th, THRU IWED. NOV.

FANCY FLORIDA

BROWN & SERVE

RICHTEX

CRACKERS

CELLO BAG

U.S. NO.1 YELLOW

EARS

SWEET POTATOES

PECANS

590

1/2 Lb. Box

REG. 85

STOKELY'S 12-oz. JAR

Quart _ _.59ç

TEA

STOKELY'S 8-ox. CAN

U. S. NO. 1 EXTRA FANCY

CELERY

63c

17-oz. Jar

PIE FILLING

5 Quart Size __ $1.99

ICE CREAM

6 590 ONIONS 3 29 RADISHES 100 POTiiATOES
S,O,N•S2_:.1
E.W.JAMES IN)GS
2\ pty"MAXI-SAV GS'

U.S. NO. 1 SWEET YELLOW

CORN

APPLE SAUCE

.
•tot

,1

ASSORTED FLAVORS

MERIT SALTINE

KRAFT MIRACLE WHIP

KREY VIENNA 4-oz. CAN

QT. 75

LADY BETTY OR GARDEN CLUB

BUSH'S 303 SIZE

KREY 1S-oz. CAN

CUSTARD

591)CAKE MIX

GRIFFIN CRYSTAL

3 For _ _ _ _ $1.00

_45c

PILLSBURY

KRISP N' FRESH

KREY 15-oz. CAN

HOT TAMALES

Lb. 39c

MARGARINE

......
KREY CANNED

cr.

SPREDIT IMITATION

LUCKY LEAF MINCE

KRAFT 6 STICKS MIRACLE

MARBEL

29c

16-oz. Can

LIBBY'S ROYAL ANN OR DARK SWEET

READY TO BAKE (DAIRY DEPT.)

3Lbs.

SAUSAGE

2

Lb.39c
Lb.39c

E. W. JAMES

FULTON PURE MILK BOILED
8 oz.
PKG.

AMR ••• MOM I

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY
85c

CRANBERRY JUICE

$1.00

KRAFT PARKAY OR BLUE BONNET?

OLEO

$1.00

teBF
. ree
WasL

TURNER'S OLD FASHIONED

LUCKY LEAF 15-oz. GLASS

1

HAM HOCKS
SALT SIDE

OCEAN SPRAY 48-oz. BOTTLE

GRIFFIN 14-oz. BAG

303
SIZE
CANS
FOR

Lb.19c

LB.
BAG

PEARS

STEELE'S 303 SIZE 16-oz.

5 For _

5

CREAM STYLE CORN 5 For _ _ $1.011

69c

Lb. 69c

SMOKED

Lb. 49c

ROSEDALE 3e3 SIZE BARTLETT

SPICED PEACHES

891)ROAST

LB.

PRIDE OF ILLINOIS 303 SIZE 17-oz.

DEL MONTE 28-oz. JAR

SWEET POTATOES

16-oz. 5 For

TOMATOES

39c

ORANGE RELISH

.39

U.S. CHOICE BONELESS SIRLOIN TIP

And Additional $7.50 Purchase
Excluding Milk, Tobacco,33c Lb.
Tom Turkeys, and Fryers

STEELE'S 303 SIZE

55c

12-oz. Pkg.

FRANKS

EACH

GODCHAUX

OCEAN SPRAY 14-oz. JAR

Lb.49c

PICNICS 1
CANNED HAMS
EACH
9
.9
$2
3
Lci3AN $339

-ear

SUGA

US;

LB.

SMOKED PICNICS

KREY

CUT-UP
31C

WHOLE
LB.

DOUBLE
QUALITY STAMPS
ON
WEDNESDAY

Lb. 89c

t °C
)
""...-Rt
0,
sre.r.ftetrAtoWeicKlifire120""

1

Aik A

REELFOOT

HEEL OF

991)ROAST

LB.
LB

$1.29

12-oz.

U.S. CHOICE BONE IN RUMP

'U.S. CHOICE ROUND

U.S.CHOICE SIRLOIN

Lb. 89c

GEESE
---t-U.S.CHOICE RIB

--+ REELFOOT WHOLE

ROUND ROAST

Lb.$1.09

Lb.$1.09_, ROUND STEAK

q

Lb.99c

11 .19 STEAK

LB.

FRESH -JAR STANDARD

STRIP STEAKS

Lb. $1.49

STEAKS

$1.3Si_STEAK

NEW YORK

1

PINWHEEL

LB.

,
a

ak Ak U.S.CHOICE CLUB

ab
CHOICE PORTERHOUSE

¶1.29,STEAK

99c

Sg

...e...ar.e.caacnaceareaccancoar2/

CAPONS

Lb. 59c

2 Lbs. _ _ _ _ $3.29 1 DUCKLINGS
Each
l
ai
_ Lb.$1.39 '

TURKEY ROAST

WHOLE
OR
HALF

LB.

I it

I HAVER
AGE
(1.6-22)

:AVERAGE

AVERAGE

SHANK
PORTION

BUTT

14-178
WHOLE

TOMS

HENS

TOMS

HENS
(10 -16)
\
S AVERAGE
Q

KREY TV BONELE

REELFOOT

U.S. GOV. INSPECTED EMPIRE
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Fulton, Ky.

65c

FRESH

.8 SUPERMARKET

COCONUTS

0011ITITIES.
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT 70 LIMIT

trtnt;o7oZttovott;..
r

I

--• •-•

Each

25c

rims=

WE WILL BE CLOSED 7
You Are Always Ahead When You Shop At Liberty!!

We Have.

* UNBEATABLE QUALITY
* UNBEATABLE PRICES
* UNBEATABLE STAMPS
LIBERTY

EGGS
2

HURRY-HURRY!
THE FASTER YOU COLLECT THOSE 25 'SILVER COINS'
THE FASTER YOU COLLECT YOUR

Grade -A" Large
2 doz.

1),DDI)

COFFE

Grade -A" Med.

•

Maxwell House
with coupon
Lb.
Can

doz

with coupon

v
'42.9.11]64.1115M
2_,Axocoa3oxin syvi

Kraft

PARKAY

THEN...GO ON TO COLLECT

Kraft Philadelphia

CREAM CHEESE

1

Kraft
Remember!
In addition to your
'Unbeatable Bonus'-bonus
you always get every-day bonus values with:
Unbeatable quality! Unbeatable prices!
Plus—unbeatable S&H Green Stamps
with every purchase!

2-1b.
box

VELVEETA
Yellow Solid

OLEO

z. 391
8P:g.

99;
;
89
HEs
.
c.
En
I
CO

L
OI
5 $1
$1

19

CHEF WAY
48-oz. jar
with coupon

A /ft•

lbs.

2
1
2a/
a

e
nmeelsilotyirle
eeare
nli PCKrW
dheno:
e
TG We

Kraft

CHEESE SLICES 1;112. 691

303 cans

RN
Pad, of Illinois

'unbeatable
bonos'-bonusl
Ballard

BISCUITS

Sweetmilk and Buttermilk
8-oz. can

Martha White
strike it
rich3ways!

COVER ALL COINS FOR

1,000 EXTRA STAMPS

ROLLS BREAD

NO LIMIT TO STAMPS YOU CAN GET!

HERE'S ALL YOU DO:
For every $750 purchase (excluding cigarettes)
you will receive an Unbeatable Bonus Coin sticker
You get 2 coins if your purchase totals $15 00.
3 it it totals $22 50. 4 if it totals $30 00. etc
Cover all coins on the card for 1.000 stamps

Except tobacco and dairy products.

Each 5 coins are worth 50 stamps if your card
is not completely Idled when you turn it in FILL
AS MANY CARDS AS YOU CAN, The "Unbeatable
Bonus- Bonus may end upon our announcement
All cards must be redeemed within two weeks alter
this announcement
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Remember!
In addition to your
'Unbeatable Bonus-bonus.
you always get every-day bonus values with:
Unbeatable quality! Unbeatable prices!
Plus—unbeatable S&H Green Stamps
with every purchase!
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NO LIMIT TO STAMPS YOU CAN GET!

For every $7 50 purchase (excluding cigarettes)
you will receive an Unbeatable Bonus Coin sticker
You get 2 coins it your purchase totals $15 00.
3 if it totals $22 50. 4 if it totals $30 00, etc
Cover all coins on the card for 1,000 stamps

Each 5 coins are worth 50 stamps if your card
is not completely filled when you turn it in FILL
AS MANY CARDS AS YOU CAN, The "Unbeatable
Bonus" Bonus may end upon our announcement
All cards must be redeemed within two weeks after
this announcement
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